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welcome 

World Cinema Amsterdam 2011, which takes place 

from 10 to 21 August, will present the best world 

cinema currently has to offer, with independently 

produced films from Latin America, Asia and Africa.

World Cinema Amsterdam is an initiative of 

independent art cinema Rialto, which has been 

promoting the presentation of films and filmmakers 

from Africa, Asia and Latin America for many years. 

In 2006, Rialto started working towards the realization 

of a long-cherished dream: a self-organized festival 

featuring the many pearls of world cinema. Argentine 

cinema took center stage at the successful Nuevo Cine 

Argentino in 2006, it was followed by Cinema South 

Africa in 2007, and in 2008 the focus was on Malaysia 

with New Malaysian Cinema. Rialto’s true dream was 

however more ambitious: a many-faceted event named 

World Cinema Amsterdam, which was to be an annual 

summer festival in sunny August with a focus on films 

and filmmakers from all these parts of the world, as 

had successfully been done elsewhere in Europe.

The first edition of World Cinema Amsterdam in 

2010 was without a doubt a great success with an 

impressive competition program featuring films from all 

corners of the world and a varied Mexican Landscapes 

program centering on developments in Mexican 

Cinema, all embedded in a real festival atmosphere.

During the past twelve months, we have again traveled 

far and wide and frequented many festivals in order to 

put together as exceptional a program as possible for 

the second edition of World Cinema Amsterdam.

The competition program - the heart of World Cinema 

Amsterdam - features the best of recent world 

cinema and includes special screenings outside the 

competition. The set-up of previous years will be 

continued with a focus on one particular filmmaking 

country; this year the spotlight will be on India in Soul 

of India, a program compiled by film curator Meenakshi 

Shedde from Mumbai. The successful World Cinema 

Amsterdam Open Air will of course also be repeated 

during this year’s festival.

All these elements combined form the second edition 

of our festival, which will present more than 45 films 

from Africa, Asia and Latin America over 12 days and in 

more than 60 screenings.

world Cinema amsterdam Competition
The 2011 World Cinema Amsterdam competition 

program features nine truly exceptional films, taking 

us on a grandiose journey around the world with stops 

in Iran, Kyrgyzstan, India, Congo, Columbia, Argentina 

(twice), Brazil and Turkey and presenting work by 

established filmmakers as well as directorial debuts by 

new, young talents.

Award winners from renowned international festivals 

such as Cannes and Berlin, but also other films that 

have captured our attention, will have their Dutch or 

European premieres during the festival.

The most recent productions by the following 

filmmakers have been selected for the competition: 

Asghar Farhadi, Aktan Arym Kubat, Kaushik Mukherjee 

(Q), Djo Tunda Wa Munga, Pablo Giorgelli, Gustavo 

Taretto, Alejandro Landes, Gustavo Pizzi, and Nuri 

Bilge Ceylan.

The films in the competition compete for the two World 

Cinema Amsterdam Awards, which are accompanied 

by cash prizes to support the winners’ next film 

projects.

- World Cinema amsterdam Jury aWard (€ 7.500)

- World Cinema amsterdam Parool audienCe aWard  

  (€ 7.500)

 

soul oF india
Each year, World Cinema Amsterdam focuses on 

a country from Latin America, Asia or Africa where 

interesting films are currently being made. This year’s 

focus is on India, with the Soul of India program.

A striking selection of independent productions 

comprised of ten feature-length fiction films and 7 

shorts will give an intriguing impression of India today.

In the past years several very talented and mainly 

young Indian filmmakers have made their mark on 

international film festivals. Many of them have given 

evidence of their amazing talents with their debut films 

and have attracted the attention of cinema critics and 

fans within as well as outside India.

India is arguably best known for Bollywood, which 

produces the most movies worldwide, all in the city of 

Mumbai (Bombay) . A lesser-known fact in Europe is 

that commercial films with local stars are also made 

in many other parts of India (a country with a total 

population of 1 billion!). In addition, many film fans are 

as yet not aware of a new development within India, 
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of mainly young filmmakers making independently 

produced films that do not primarily center on 

entertainment (action, singing, dancing), but tackle 

topics that rarely feature in Bollywood. Films about 

ordinary and poor people who threaten to become 

victims of the ‘economic wonder’ taking place in India 

over the past ten years. Films touching on subjects that 

are often considered taboo within Indian society. Films 

with a different perspective on ‘the world’s largest 

democracy’.

It is of course not all fun and sunshine, and sometimes 

not at all so, but these independent filmmakers excel in 

that they manage to convey there topics in a universal 

language, using ordinary people as a starting point and 

generally not shying away from (bittersweet) humor. In 

their films, cultural diversity is no longer exoticism, but 

a powerful platform that carries the narrative.

Please turn to the articles by Meenakshi Shedde in this 

catalogue for more information on and insight in Indian 

Cinema and Indian culture and society. I also highly 

recommend watching several of the shorts and feature 

films in our Soul of India selection. You will be among 

the vanguard!

world Cinema amsterdam open air
The festival will traditionally be concluded with World 

Cinema Amsterdam Open Air (17 to 20 August) 

featuring four very different films with narratives 

similar to the various competition and Soul of India 

films about ordinary people who dream of building up 

a new future somewhere else. Dreams, cultures and 

realities - a continuous thread that runs through all of 

the programming.

speCial events
World Cinema Amsterdam goes further than just film 

screenings, it also offers audiences and filmmakers 

wonderful opportunities to discuss films. A special 

discussion will be organized on World Cinema and 

Indian Cinema. 

6 August is the day of Open Air Bollywood at 

Amsterdam Zuidas, organized together with the Indian 

Expat Society and the city of Amsterdam.

Around midnight that same night the second Dutch 

public channel (Nederland 2) will air Bal (honey) by Semih 

Kaplanoğlu, the Turkish Golden Bear winner awarded 

with the 2010 World Cinema Amsterdam NTR Broadcast 

Award, to reach a broad public in the Netherlands as 

well as in the Dutch-speaking region of Belgium.

World Cinema Amsterdam takes place in a relaxed, 

summery atmosphere, with music, DJs, parties and 

food from all over the world, all within easy walking 

distance.

I cannot think of a better way to kick off the new 

cultural film season in the Netherlands, and would like 

to wish everyone a fantastic second World Cinema 

Amsterdam!

Raymond Walravens

Director Rialto and World Cinema Amsterdam

Note: The Binger Filmlab, The Hubert Bals Fund of the 

International Film Festival Rotterdam, Jan Vrijman Fund 

(IDFA) and Prins Claus Fund have strongly supported 

the development of Independent Cinema in India over 

a period of years. The fact that both institutions are 

threatened by proposed budget cuts of the Dutch 

Ministry of Culture from 2013 on, is very bad news for 

film talent in Indian and world cinema. I strongly hope 

that international and national protest against these 

budget cuts will help to enable both widely appreciated 

organizations to continue their important work for the 

development of cinema culture in The Netherlands and 

worldwide. 
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Wednesday 10 august 
opening world Cinema amsterdam
Wednesday night at 8.30 PM the festival is 

officially opened with the screening of one of our 

competition films: Ashgar Farhadi’s Iranian divorce 

drama a separation. The film was awarded a Golden 

Bear at the 2011 Berlin Film Festival, where the 

two leading actors also both received a Silver Bear. 

Farhadi will be present at the exclusive pre-premier 

of his film. Festival director and curator Raymond 

Walravens will do the honors and open the festival 

after a few introductory words. After the official kick-

off you are invited to join in for opening drinks at the 

festival cafe.

Friday 12 august
opening soul oF india
Again World Cinema Amsterdam focuses on cinema 

from a specific country; this year the spotlight is on 

India with the program Soul of India. This program 

includes a selection of 10 feature films and 7 shorts 

compiled by film curator Meenakshi Shedde from 

Mumbai (formerly Bombay).

Soul of India opens Friday 12 August at 8.30 PM with 

the screening of Onir’s four-part narrative i am – a 

remarkable film not only as regards form and content, 

but also because the filmmaker turned to crowd 

funding to finance it. 

Fittingly for a festive opening several special guests 

will be present this evening. Not only Meenakshi 

Shedde, but also Onir himself will attend the screening. 

Afterwards, he will answer questions from the 

audience. Off course there will also be snacks and 

drinks Indian style at the festival café.

saturday 13 august 
soul oF india deBate 
On Saturday, starting at 4.00 PM there will be a 

debate about the state of Indian cinema. To what 

extent does this state reflect the realities of India? 

And what position do the filmmakers take in this? 

What are the themes these films offer, how do they 

differ from Bollywood and other commercial cinema 

in India and in what way is the filmmaking process 

different for the filmmakers present in Amsterdam? 

Are all questions that will be reviewed. Among 

others, directors Onir and Kaushik Mukherjee (Q) will 

take part in this debate, introduced and chaired by 

curator Meenakshi Shedde. Before the debate Onirs 

i am will be screened.

saturday 20 august
Closing night oF the Competition program
‘All good things must come to an end’ and alas this 

also goes for World Cinema Amsterdam’s competition 

program. To underline how true this saying is, the 

competition program will be concluded with a very 

good thing: onCe upon a time in anatolia, the latest film 

by Turkish master filmmaker Nuri Bilge Ceylan. He won 

the prestigious Grand Prize of the Jury for this film at 

the 2011 Cannes Film Festival. The screening starts at 

8.00 PM.

sunday 21 august
world Cinema amsterdam Jury award & world 
Cinema amsterdam parool audienCe award
Sunday 21 August, the last day of the festival, the 

winners of World Cinema Amsterdam Awards will be 

announced. With the cash prizes of € 7,500 associated 

with the awards the festival supports the winners’ 

next film projects. The World Cinema Amsterdam Jury 

Award will be bestowed on one of the nine competition 

program films; the World Cinema Amsterdam 

Parool Audience Award is awarded by the audience 

themselves to the best feature film from the entire 

festival program.

opening and closing ceremony / awardsworld cinema amsterdam 
Jury award 
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Members of the jury:

aChmed akkaBi
Achmed Akkabi is of Moroccan descent and grew 

up in The Hague. He studies at the Theatre School 

in Maastricht, and is active in theatre, television and 

film since 2004. He is known for his role of Abdel in 

the Dutch roadmovie raBat, was the lead actor in the 

feature film aliBi and Appie in the series the house oF 

anuBis. 

esther van driesum
After Esther van Driesum graduated at the university 

of Amsterdam with a Master's Degree in Film 

& Television Studies and a Master's in Dutch 

Language and Literature, she worked as a freelance 

story coach and as a script editor for the drama 

departments of the Dutch Public Broadcasters vARA 

and vPRO. Now she is head of programmes at 

Binger Filmlab.

meenakshi shedde 
Meenakshi Shedde is India Consultant to the Berlin, 

Locarno and Dubai Film Festivals, based in Bombay, 

India. She is Curator of Bollywood/Indian/Asian 

cinema to festivals worldwide, including the Pusan 

Film Festival, International Film Festival of India (IFFI-

Goa), Mumbai Film Festival, and Curator of the Soul 

of India programme for World Cinema Amsterdam 

2011. Winner of the National Award for Best Film 

Critic, she has been on the FIPRESCI Jury of the 

Cannes Film Festival, Berlin Film Festival and venice 

Film Festival. She freelances for Variety, Screen 

International and Cahiers du Cinema.
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world cinema amsterdam competition - index

once upon a time in anatolia 

Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Turkey

ViVa riVa! Djo Tunda Wa Munga, 
Congo

riscado Gustavo Pizzi, Brazil

porfirio Alejandro Landes, 
Colombia

medianeras Gustavo Taretto, 
Argentina

the light thief Aktan Arym Kubat, 
Kyrgyzstan

gandu Kaushik Mukherjee (Q), Indialas acacias Pablo Giorgelli, 
Argentina

a separation Asghar Farhadi, Iran

A SepArAtion 

awards
Golden Bear (Berlin International Film Festival, 2011) 

Silver Bear for Best Actress (Berlin International Film 

Festival, 2011)

Silver Bear for Best Actor (Berlin International Film 

Festival, 2011) 

synopsis 
With his poignant Iranian divorce drama a separation 

director Asghar Farhadi (aBout elly) zooms in on the 

class differences in present-day Tehran.

a separation tells the story of Nader and Simin who 

are considering leaving the country. But then Nader 

decides to stay in order to look after his dementing 

father. Simin files for divorce and moves out. Their 

11-year-old daughter stays with Nader, who hires a 

young woman, Razieh, to take over the daytime care 

of his father. However, Nader doesn’t know that Razieh 

is not only pregnant, but also working without her 

husband’s permission. An unexpected event with far 

stretching legal consequences turns Nader´s life upside 

down.

Farhadi portrays the complex social, legal and religious 

relations of Iranian society. a separation is the first 

Iranian film ever to be awarded a Golden Bear (2011 

Berlin Film Festival). In addition, the leading actress 

received the Silver Bear for Best Actress and the 

leading actor the Silver Bear for Best Actor.

Biography 
Asghar Farhadi (Isfahan, 1972) was already active in 

theatre and film while still at Tehran university. During 

his study of film directing he made his first 8mm and 

16mm films, wrote plays for student groups and radio 

plays, and directed several television programs. He 

graduated in 1998 and made his directorial debut 

in 2003 with danCing in the dust. His international 

breakthrough came in 2009 with aBout elly, which 

won the Silver Bear for Best Director at the Berlin 

Film Festival. a separation (2011), his latest film, was 

awarded a Golden Bear in Berlin in 2011. 

Filmography – Features 
2011 A Separation (Jodaeiye Nader az Simin)

2009 About Elly (Darbareye Elly)

2006 Fireworks Wednesday (Chahar shanbeh-souri)

2004 Beautiful City (Shahr-e Ziba)

2003 Dancing In The Dust (Raghs dar ghobar) 

Filmography – shorts
1998 The Wire (Sim)

1992 The Eyes (Cheshm-Ha)

1991 The Adventures of Mr. Filmmaker (Majerahaye 

Filmsaz)

1990 The World of Walls (Donyaye divarha)

1989 Radio

1988 Janali

jodaeiye nader az simin

a separation 
asghar farhadi 
iran 
2011

123

35mm 
persian 
dutch 
colour 
info@cineart.nl 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact
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LAS AcAciAS 

award 
Caméra d’Or Cannes and ACID Prize (Cannes Film 

Festival, France, 2011)

synopsis 
Rubén is a lonely trucker who’s been transporting wood 

between Asunción del Paraguay and Buenos Aires for 

years. But one morning his routine is rattled: he is just 

leaving a motorway stop near Asunción when Jacinta 

shows up. She needs to go to Buenos Aires. Rubén 

agrees to let her come along only to discover that 

Jacinta isn’t alone but that her 8-month-old baby Anahí 

will travel with them. They are stuck with each other 

for the next 1500 kilometers and as the kilometers go 

by, the relationship between Rubén and Jacinta grows. 

Without many words or questions they get to know 

each other and slowly start to feel more connected. 

Giorgelli filmed las aCaCias shortly after his father died. 

The sense of loss and loneliness but also a feeling of 

hope of starting an own family inspired him to tell the 

story of this journey, where few words are said, but 

which is never silent.

Biography 
Pablo Giorgelli (Buenos Aires, 1967) studied film 

direction at the universidad del Cine founded by 

Manuel Antín between 1991 and 1994, where he also 

followed acting, edition and scriptwriting courses. 

He contributed to several documentaries and short 

films as director and scriptwriter. In 2011 he made 

his directorial debut with las aCaCias. Even before the 

film was shot, the script was awarded the Coral Prize 

for Best unpublished Script at the 29th International 

Festival of New Latin American Cinema. In May 2011 

the completed film received the Golden Camera plus 

two other awards at the Cannes Film Festival.

Filmography – Features 
2010 Las acacias

Filmography – shorts
1992 El ultimo sueño

GAndu

 

awards 

Grand Jury Prize for Best New Director (Seattle 

International Film Festival, 2011)

Grand Jury Award for Best Director (South Asian 

International Film Festival, New York, 2010)

Jury Award for Runner-up Feature (South Asian 

International Film Festival, New York, 2010)

synopsis
gandu (asshole) by Kaushik Mukherjee (Q) does for 

Indian cinema what that adrenalin stab did for uma 

Thurman in pulp FiCtion—gives it a jolt! A film director, 

advertising man and musician, Q brings all his skills 

to play in this sharp, elegantly shot black-and-white 

Bengali rap, decidedly adult film. It is about the 

friendship between Gandu, a no-hoper teen who picks 

the pocket of the man to whom his mother sells sex, 

and Ricksha, a cycle rickshaw driver and Bruce Lee 

fan. As Gandu exorcises his rage in rap music, the 

two of them float in a world of smack and porn. There 

are surreal sequences and explicit sex scenes with 

Rii, even as she plays a delightful ‘cyber-boudi’—a 

middle class Bengali woman with cybersex fantasies. 

The Seattle Film Festival jury delighted in the “movie 

that bowled us over with its kinetic, brash humor and 

style-hopping dexterity, a portrait of tortured youth that 

refreshingly pokes fun at adolescent self-centeredness, 

while simultaneously exploring the anger, despondency 

and malaise of a generation.” Which beautifully sums 

it up.

Biography
kaushik Mukherjee (Q), 38, was born and brought up in 

kolkata. An arts graduate from Calcutta university, he 

worked in the Maldives and Sri Lanka. He has directed 

hundred of commercials, winning awards along the 

way. Then, inspired by the independent films of Europe 

and Japan, he moved back to Kolkata and started 

Overdose, an art house production, design and music 

company. He now produces, writes, shoots and directs 

films, both fiction and non-fiction. He also visualises 

and directs music videos. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Gandu (Asshole)

2009 Love in India

2009 Bishh 

2003 Tepantorer Maathe

2001 Bopping Against the Beat

Filmography - shorts
2008 That Boy

2007 04 crows on the antennae

2007 Getting high, getting low

2005 Le pocha

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

gandu

asshole

kaushik mukherjee (q)
india

2010

85

digi beta

bengali

english

black-white

q@overdosejoint.in

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

las acacias  
las acacias 
pablo giorgelli  
argentina, spain   
2010

85

hd cam

spanish 
english 
colour 
anne@urbandistrib.com
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the LiGht thief 

synopsis
kyrgyz filmmaker Aktan Arym kubat has set his 

tragicomedy the light thieF against the backdrop of 

the 2005 Tulip Revolution. The film cautiously criticizes 

the problems arising from the democratization of post-

Soviet kyrgyzstan. Local electrician Svet-ake (Mr. 

Light), played by Arym kubat himself, lives with his 

wife and four daughters in kyrgyzstan’s mountainous 

and desolate south. He dreams of two things: having 

a son and bringing cheap, wind-powered energy to 

the people living in the valley. kind Svet-ake is much 

loved in the community, as he not only helps them 

out whenever the power’s gone, but also provides a 

listening ear to anyone fretting over personal problems. 

One day, Bekzat, a young politician, comes to the 

village to realize a land deal with Chinese investors. He 

tries to sweet talk Svet-ake into cooperation, but soon 

the electrician recognize that this sort of capitalism 

implies the potential death of his country’s centuries-old 

traditions. Svet-ake takes on a literal and metaphorical 

fight for the light in the lives of his countrymen.

Biography 
Aktan Arym Kubat, formerly known as Aktan 

Abdykalykov, (Sakoulou, Kountouou, 1957) studied 

at the kyrgyzstan Art Institute in Bishkek. After his 

graduation he started working as a production designer 

in the 1980s. He shot his first short film the dog that 

ran in 1990, and subsequently made seven other films, 

including his highly autobiographical trilogy Beshkempir 

(1998), maimil (2001) and the light thieF (2010). Notably 

Beshkempir won many awards, among them the Silver 

Leopard at the Locarno Film Festival. In 2001 he was 

nominated for the European Film Academy Discovery 

Award. Arym kubat is currently working on his next 

film: tanaris.

Filmography – Features 
2010 The Light Thief (Svet-ake) 

2001 The Chimp (Maimil)  

1998 The Adopted Son (Beshkempir) 

1992 Where’s Your Home Snail? (Gde tvoy dom, ulitka?)

Filmography – shorts 
1997 Hassan Hussen 

1995 Bus Stop (Beket)

1993 The Swing (Sel'kincek)

1990 The Dog That Ran (Bezhala Sobaka)

MediAnerAS

synopsis 
In this sweet and charming debut we follow the lives of 

Martin and Mariana in Buenos Aires, two lonely souls 

in a bustling big city yearning for love. Martin spends 

much of his time at the computer surfing the Internet. 

Mariana, just recovered from a broken heart, designs 

shop windows and lives in an apartment cluttered 

with mannequins. Their lives almost touch, but the 

‘medianeras’, the wall, that separates their apartments, 

prevents them from seeing each other. Though their 

paths do cross occasionally, they never notice each 

other. Still, slowly it becomes clear that they are 

actually soul mates: they frequent the same video 

shop, but a movie rack keeps them from meeting; 

they visit the same movie theater, but it is dark and 

they don’t see each other. The city that brings Martin 

and Mariana together also keeps them apart. Taretto’s 

endearing medianeras is a tribute to metropolitan life 

as well as a love story of two people who overcome 

their misfortunes and demonstrate a willingness to 

rediscover the world.

Biography 
Gustavo Taretto (Buenos Aires, 1965) started out as 

creative director in the advertising industry and won a 

Gold Creative Lion at the Cannes Lions Festival in 2003. 

Four year earlier he had begun attending classes at 

the Argentinean film institute of veteran filmmaker José 

Martínez Suárez. Since then he has directed several 

shorts, including the highly acclaimed medianeras, 

which was released in 2005 and received many awards, 

for example at the Clermont-Ferrand and Locarno film 

festivals. He made his first feature film medianeras in 

2011, which retells the story of the 2005 short of the 

same title. His work has been compared to that of 

Woody Allen in the leading film magazine Variety.

Filmography – Features 
2011 Medianeras  

Filmography – shorts 

2010 Una vez más 

2007 Hoy no estoy 

2005 Medianeras 

2003 Cien pesos

2002 Las insoladas 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

svet-ake

the light thief 
aktan arym kubat 
france, kyrgyzstan 
2010

80

35mm

kyrgyz 
dutch 
colour 
info@contactfilm.nl 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

medianeras

medianeras

gustavo taretto 
argentina, germany, spain 
2011

91’ 
35mm 
spanish 
dutch 
colour 
info@cinemien.nl
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porfirio  

synopsis  
With porFirio filmmaker Alejandro Landes offers a tight, 

physical portrait of a man trapped in his own body who 

wishes to escape. Porfirio Ramirez Aldana, paralyzed 

by a stray police bullet, lives in a city on the outskirts of 

the Colombian Amazon. His world has been reduced to 

the tiny rooms of his home and his wheelchair. With his 

lawsuit against the government going badly, he plots 

his revenge.

Landes was inspired by the true and spectacular 

story of Porfirio Ramirez Aldana. He visited Porfirio, 

a man who tried to hijack a plane to Bogotá in 2005, 

in prison and then spent five years developing a film 

that would eventually star Porfirio himself as well as 

his son. porFirio doesn’t focus on the hijacking, but on 

the daily existence of the badly damaged protagonist: 

his ablutions, exercise, the care for his lazy son, his 

meagre income from selling call time on his cell phone 

and the sexual activities with his neighbour. Porfirio is 

continually frustrated by the limitations of his physical 

freedom, but refuses to give up... and he makes plans. 

A minimalist and subtle film that explores the seemingly 

banal and while doing that depicts the tragicomedy 

that is life.

Biography 
Alejandro Landes (São Paulo, 1980) was born to 

a Columbian mother and Ecuadorian father. He 

studied literature, economy and architecture at Brown 

university in Providence, uSA, and subsequently wrote 

for the Miami Herald, a newspaper with primary focus 

on Latin America, and for the Miami-based Spanish-

language talk show Oppenheimer presenta. His first 

film premiered in 2007, the documentary CoCalero 

about Columbian coca farmers, which he not only 

directed but also wrote and produced. He did the same 

for porFirio, his first feature film, made with the support 

of Cinéfondation (a foundation of the Cannes Film 

Festival) and the Sundance Institute (associated with 

the Sundance Film Festival).

Filmography - Features
2011 Porfirio  

2007 Cocalero

riScAdo 

awards 
Best Actress (Rio de Janeiro International Film  

Festival, 2010)

synopsis 
Gustavo Pizzi’s dazzling directorial debut offers an 

intimate glimpse into the world of fragile actress 

Bianca, the debut role of Pizzi’s wife karine Teles, 

who gives an elegant and top-class rendition of this 

character. She was winner of Best Actress at the 2010 

Rio International Film Festival 2010, where the film 

premiered. 

Some work day and night to reach their goals and 

realize their dreams, but this doesn’t always suffice and 

then only luck seems to be the decisive factor. What 

is the importance of luck in life? How much effort and 

talent is required to achieve happiness? 

Bianca is an excellent actress, but her theatre work 

doesn’t pay the bills. In order to make a living, she 

takes on humiliating and frustrating acting jobs 

impersonating movie divas and for promotional events. 

But then Bianca gets a part in a big international 

production. The director of the film finds her so 

inspiring that he changes the character he wrote into 

a version of Bianca. Is this a chance of a lifetime? 

Or does it conflict with all her original principles and 

dreams?

Biography 
Gustavo Pizzi (Rio de Janeiro, 1977) studied cinema at 

the Federal university of Rio de Janeiro and has been 

producing, writing, directing and editing for ten years. 

He has worked with acclaimed directors as karim 

Ainouz, Jonathan Nossiter and Bia Lessa. In 2006 he 

wrote and produced his first documentary pretérito 

perFeito, a portrait of one of Rio’s most famous 

brothels. risCado is his first feature film, which he also 

(co-)wrote and produced. At the Rio International Film 

Festival actress and co-scriptwriter Karine Teles was 

awarded Best Actress for her role in risCado. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Riscado

2006 Simple Past (Pretérito perfeito)

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

riscado 
craft

gustavo pizzi

brazil 
2010

85

hd cam

portuguese 
english 
colour 
contact@figafilms.com

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

porfirio

porfirio 
alejandro landes 
colombia

2011

106

35mm

spanish 
dutch 
colour 
info@eyefilm.nl
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ViVA riVA!

awards 
Best Picture & Best Director (Africa Movie Academy 

Awards, 2011)

Best African Movie (MTv Movie Awards, 2011)

synopsis 
Riva, a petty operator with charm and ambition, 

sees an opportunity to close the deal of his life: He 

devises a cunning plot to get hold of a fuel-filled tanker 

truck hijacked by his gangster boss. Fuel is a scarce 

commodity in Kinshasa and Riva knows he can sell 

the stuff for a huge profit. Of course, he’s not the only 

one who wants the tanker. His main rival is Azor, a 

well-known and dangerous crime boss. Riva does all 

he can to keep clear of Azor, but this doesn’t hinder 

him from making shady deals and living life to the full 

with his friend Cezar. Together they let the fuel money 

roll in kinshasa’s nightclubs. This is how Riva catches 

sight of Nora and falls head over heels for her. What 

Riva doesn’t know is that Azor too is determined to win 

Nora’s heart. 

The film has been compared to City oF god with regard 

to the sleek camerawork cinematography, the role of 

music, and sex and violence. viva riva! however also 

shows the omnipresent corruption in Congo without 

succumbing to moral indignation. Filmmaker Djo Tunda 

Wa Munga presents Kinshasa as an alluring, bustling 

mix of slums, gated communities, brothels and night 

clubs, the natural habitat of people like the charismatic 

Riva: slightly self-destructive and living for the moment.

Biography 
Djo Munga, also known under his full name Djo Tunda 

Wa Munga, was born and raised in Congo and studied 

film at the prestigious Institut National Supérieur des 

Arts de Spectacle et des Techniques de Diffusion in 

Brussels. During his study he was inspired by American 

and European cinema, but eventually he returned to his 

native country, where he hopes to use all he learned in 

Belgium to develop a new Congolese cinema. He has 

been making documentaries and television films since 

2005 and made his debut as a feature filmmaker with 

viva riva! in 2010.

Filmography – Features 
2010 Viva Riva!

2009 State of Mind

2006 Papy

2005 Horizon in Transition

Filmography – shorts
2006 The Approach (L’approche)

once upon A tiMe in AnAtoLiA

awards 
Grand Prize of the Jury (Cannes Film Festival, 2011)

synopsis 
onCe upon a time in anatolia, a classic detective/black 

comedy mashup by Turkish filmmaker Nuri Bilge 

Ceylan (three monkeys) paints a poetic portrait of the 

Anatolia region in Turkey.

It is night and a group of men are looking for a dead 

man in the steppes of Anatolia. Among them are 

prosecutor Nusret, police chief Naci and doctor Cemal. 

Additionally, they have a prisoner in tow named Kenan 

who must lead them to his murder victim. However, 

Kenan has no idea where the body can be found and 

the party goes on and on through the deserted Turkish 

countryside. onCe upon a time in anatolia pictures a 

vivid portrait of a rural community which is contrasted 

against the urban perspective of the search party 

members. It is the story of a murder investigation, how 

it gets under your skin and won’t let you go.

With his unique style, highly analytical mind and, 

last but not least, classic sense of humor Ceylan has 

once again managed to reaffirm his reputation as a 

renowned director. 

Biography 
Nuri Bilge Ceylan (Istanbul, 1959) is seen as one of 

the big names of European cinema. With his oeuvre 

(in total seven titles) he has won dozens of industry 

awards at international film festivals. Only after 

studying electrical engineering and going through 

military service did he decide to become a filmmaker. 

He started studying film at Mimar Sinan university, but 

never graduated. In 1993 he began filming koZa, his 

first short film made with minimal resources, four years 

later kasaBa followed, his first full-length feature film. 

His international breakthrough came with the award-

winning uZak (2002). His latest film, onCe upon a time in 

anatolia (2010) won the prestigious Grand Prize of the 

Jury at the 2011 Cannes Film Festival.

Filmography – Features 
2010 Once Upon a Time in Anatolia (Bir zamanlar 

Anadolu’da) 

2008 Three Monkeys (Üç maymun) 

2006 Iklimler 

2002 Uzak 

1999 Mayis sikintisi 

1997 Kasaba

Filmography – shorts
1995 Koza

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

bir zamanlar anadolu’da

once upon a time in anatolia

nuri bilge ceylan 
turkey, bosnia-herzegovina

2010

157’
35mm

turkish 
dutch 
colour 
info@contactfilm.nl 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

viva riva! 
viva riva!  
djo tunda wa munga

congo, france, belgium

2010

98

35mm

french, lingala  
english 
colour 
beta@betacinema.com
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To begin with, let me tell you what makes me really 

proud of Indian cinema. First, with at least 5,000 films 

a year, Indian cinema makes the most films in the 

world. That’s 1,000 feature films annually, at least 2,000 

documentaries and 2,000 shorts. By comparison, the 

uS averages about 500 features annually and France 

about 250. Second, while Hollywood has practically 

destroyed national cinemas worldwide, dominating 80-

90% of the national markets, India is perhaps the only 

spot on the planet where Hollywood is small change, 

with about 10% of the Indian market, despite operating 

in India for about a century, dubbing its films in Hindi, 

Tamil, and Telugu, and the combined might of its big 

studios and stars: —Steven Spielberg, Tom Cruise and 

all. Third, India makes films in 39 (you read correctly!) 

languages and dialects – that must be more than all 

the combined film languages of the European union 

– in just one country. It’s a whole continent of cinema. 

Some say that the English language and Bollywood 

unite this ethnically diverse nation. 

Now look who is beginning to colonise whom: Steven 

Spielberg’s DreamWorks Studios signed a joint venture 

with Indian conglomerate Reliance Big Entertainment 

in 2009, whereby DreamWorks received $500 million 

from Reliance. So Mohammed came to the mountain 

after all.

For all its high profile, Bollywood makes about 200-

250 feature films annually – barely a fourth or fifth of 

total Indian film production. There are healthy cinemas 

in many regional Indian languages including Tamil, 

Telugu (each of which also make 200-250 feature films 

annually), Malayalam, kannada, Bengali and Marathi. 

While Bollywood films are seen all over the country 

and abroad, the regional languages rarely cross one 

or two Indian states and ethnic pockets overseas. All 

the cinemas have a long tradition of both mainstream 

and independent art house films. Indian art house films 

have been screened at international film festivals for 

half a century. For instance, Chetan Anand’s neeCha 

nagar (lower depths) won the Grand Prix at the Cannes 

Film Festival in 1946; Satyajit Ray’s aparaJito (the 

unvanquished) won the Golden Lion at venice (1956) 

and v. Shantaram’s do aankhen Barah haath (two eyes, 

twelve hands) won the Silver Bear at the Berlin Film 

Festival in 1958.

Bollywood’s (mainstream cinema in Hindi, India’s 

national language) masala films cheerfully toss in 

several genres: romance, melodrama, comedy, 

spectacle, action, adventure, with at least six high-

protein songs and dances, all topped off with a 

happy ending. They are characterized by a joie de 

vivre, a celebratory attitude towards life, despite all 

the knocks of destiny. In a country that is still largely 

poor (and yes, considerably rich, but then India is 

full of contradictions), where millions of people lead 

desperate lives, Bollywood films are an escapist 

fantasy. The masala aspect of films – combining all 

genres in one – is deep-rooted in the Indian psyche, 

and also reflected in Indian cuisine. unlike European-

style course meals, the basic Indian thali (platter) 

serves starters, Indian bread, rice, lentils, curry, 

vegetables, papads, pickles and dessert, in bowls on a 

single plate, all at one go. 

A word about Bollywood’s song and dance. The Indian 

musical – and dancical – is distinct from the Hollywood 

musical, a specific genre that essentially evolved as 

an antidote to the Great Depression of 1929. Indian 

and Bollywood musicals have grown independently 

of Hollywood, and have their roots in Indian oral 

storytelling with song and dance, folk theater and the 

epics. We are quite accustomed to folklore fantasies 

like the Jataka Tales, in which lions conduct afternoon 

conversations with rabbits, and mythological epics like 

the Ramayana, in which flying monkeys bring medicinal 

herbs for the hero and burn an enemy city to the 

ground with their flaming tails. That is why we simply 

indian cinema: coolly taking on hollywood 
By meenakshi shedde

do not understand why anyone in the West should take 

issue if one moment the hero and heroine are chatting 

in a coffee-shop in Bombay, and the next are dancing 

on the snowy slopes of Switzerland. In fact, the song-

and-dance ‘Chaiyyan Chaiyyan’, in which a sexy 

woman dances with ensemble dancers on top of the 

roof of a running train in Mani Ratnam’s dil se (From the 

Heart), is one of the most spectacular openings of any 

contemporary film in the world. 

Hollywood, long accustomed to counting its success in 

dollars, may find it hard to appreciate other yardsticks 

of success and the peculiar nature of film addiction 

in India. Nobody bats an eyelid that sholay (Flames) 

ran in the theatres for over five years and dilwale 

dulhaniya le Jayenge (Braveheart takes the Bride) for 

15 years. It is perfectly normal for fans to see these 

films say 23 times, only to sing along with all the songs 

and recite the dialogue in real time. Which Hollywood 

film commands such devotion from its audience? 

Bollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan’s fans have 

actually built a temple to honor him in kolkata. Once, 

when he was hospitalized, the nation came to a halt. 

People offered all kinds of penance for his speedy 

recovery, including a man who walked backwards in 

the hot sun barefoot for hundreds of kilometers, the 

most original sacrifice for his hero he could come up 

with. Whether stars in either Bollywood or Hollywood 

desire, or deserve, such devotion is another matter.

Australian director Baz Luhrmann, who made moulin 

rouge, said that watching a Bollywood film in an “ice-

cream palace of a theater” in Rajasthan, Western India, 

represented a seminal moment in his understanding 

of cinema. The audience was singing along with the 

songs in the film, chatting, eating, talking on their 

mobile phones and watching the film, all at the same 

time. Luhrmann said he tried to generate Bollywood’s 

interactive quality when making moulin rouge, which 

eventually won an Oscar nomination for Best Picture. 

Bollywood films have been snapped up at many 

international film festivals in recent years, including 

Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s devdas at Cannes, Farah 

khan’s om shanti om at Berlin and Mani Ratnam’s 

yuva (Youth) at venice. In fact, Hollywood has recently 

been producing Bollywood films, including Fox Star 

Studios, which backed karan Johar’s my name is 

khan, starring Bollywood star Shah Rukh Khan, on 

the Muslim viewpoint in post-9/11 America. The film 

was distributed in 64 countries, with prints dubbed in 

German, Polish and korean. 

In the West, most people know of just a handful of 

Indian directors such as Satyajit Ray, and non-resident 

Indian directors based in the West, including Mira Nair, 

Deepa Mehta and Shekhar kapur. But alongside them 

and big Bollywood productions, fiercely independent 

regional Indian cinemas continue to hold their own. 

unburdened by stars, they make films that are closer to 

literature and poetry, have more unique voices, and are 

saturated by a smell of the earth. Although they tackle 

local issues, they often have a universal resonance. 

Prominent directors working in regional languages 

include Adoor Gopalakrishnan, G. Aravindan and 

Shaji Karun (Malayalam); Satyajit Ray, Ritwik Ghatak, 

Buddhadeb Dasgupta, Rituparno Ghosh (Bengali); 

Mani Ratnam, k. Balachander (Tamil); Girish kasaravalli 

(Kannada); and Jabbar Patel and Amol Palekar 

(Marathi). It is these films that have brought Indian 

cinema credibility at film festivals for half a century, a 

space into which Bollywood is lately elbowing its way. 

Some decades ago, Bollywood and the ‘parallel 

cinema’ art house movement each sat on their own 

island, elbows crossed, refusing to talk to each other. 

But a happy middle ground has been found since, 

with mainstream productions tackling more realistic 

themes with sensitivity, and art house directors 

employing mainstream stars and song and dance. In 

that wonderful gray area, I suspect, lurks the future of 

Indian cinema.
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the india story: why we are poised for take-off
By meenakshi shedde

India, an ancient civilization estimated to date back to 

6,000 BC, has been very wealthy materially, spiritually 

and culturally for many years. Over the centuries, 

its spices, cotton, gold and precious stones, opium, 

cheap labour and warm climate have attracted many 

traders and colonisers, including the British, French, 

Dutch and Portuguese. Many of them initially came 

as traders, but at some point started to use armed 

force to exploit the country or simply to loot its riches, 

leaving it a poor, third world country. The plunderers 

continue to lord it over the rest of the planet as smug, 

rich, first world countries. Certainly, some of them 

also did India good, but that doesn’t wash away their 

sins in the Ganges.

Despite this history, many predict that India, along 

with China, will dominate this century, for a variety 

of reasons: India’s native intelligence, its brilliance at 

engineering and computer software, its tremendous 

spiritual and cultural resources, the fortitude of its 

people, and above all, an amazing philosophical 

acceptance of life as it is and the resilience to bounce 

back regardless of brute circumstances. You can call 

this destiny or attribute it to our belief that every life is 

just one of a cycle of lives and rebirths, so everything 

is going to be all right. Call it what you will, it works 

– and it will stand us in good stead as India is poised 

for take-off. 

All this also makes India a country of extreme 

contradictions. It is said that India lives in several 

centuries at the same time. We have all the trappings 

of modernity we send rockets to the moon, we have 

nuclear power, we make America nervous with our 

information technology software and skills, and 

fancy Indian malls sell, among other things, Lexus, 

Longines and Louboutin. Alongside this, medievalism, 

primitivism, feudalism and patriarchy are very much 

alive and kicking. Female foeticide is common 

practice, as are caste and dowry related deaths. 

Homosexuality was decriminalized only two years ago 

by the Delhi High Court, still our health minister just 

announced that homosexuality is a disease. In a way 

the photograph showing rocket launcher parts being 

transported to the launch site by a bullock cart is 

India’s kodak moment. 

It is these issues and contradictions that many 

independent Indian filmmakers – showcased in 

the Soul of India package at the World Cinema 

Amsterdam Film Festival – address. With mostly 

new, debut films, they tackle head-on a range of 

contemporary Indian issues, including caste, class, 

politics, terrorism, communal riots, gender issues, 

homosexuality and globalisation. The tip of the 

volcano that is the Indian film industry, has been 

torched, and it is exploding with independent voices 

in multiple languages – Hindi, regional languages 

and English. These filmmakers include Anurag 

Kashyap, Dibakar Banerjee, Sidharth Srinivasan, 

umesh kulkarni, ‘Q’, Onir, Nandita Das, Ameer 

Sulthan, Rajnesh Domalpalli, Anusha Rizvi, Rajiv 

vijay Raghavan and Suman Mukhopadhyay, many 

of whom are represented in Soul of India. Most of 

these directors belong to the multiplex generation 

themselves, and are likely to be familiar with the 

works of senior Indian independent directors including 

Satyajit Ray, Shyam Benegal, Govind Nihalani, Adoor 

Gopalakrishnan and Sai Paranjpye, as well as the 

films of Pedro Almodovar, Alejandro Inarritu, kim ki-

Duk, Majid Majidi and Sofia Coppola. 

There are two Hubert Bals Fund/IFFR supported films 

here – Sidharth Srinivasan’s pairon talle (soul oF 

sand, Hindi) and Aamir Bashir’s harud (autumn, urdu). 

pairon talle is a powerful and savage film that rips the 

myth of Shining India, and displays the clumsiness 

of two completely different Indias, joined at the hip. 

It focuses on honor killings in modern India, showing 

how easily a wealthy, well-settled man in India today 

can have his daughter and her boyfriend hacked to 

death, only because the boyfriend was of the wrong 

caste. It’s naïve to think that only Afghanistan and 

Pakistan have a monopoly on the Taliban – they’re 

everywhere. The film was screened in Toronto and 

Rotterdam. harud on the other hand is a quiet, 

meditative film that centers on the life and dreams of 

a young man in kashmir, for long a hotbed of conflict 

between India and Pakistan. It was screened in 

Toronto and Rotterdam.

Indian cinema is becoming more open in addressing 

sexuality, and the provocative gandu (asshole, Bengali) 

by ‘Q’ in the World Cinema Amsterdam competition 

program, is an example of this. A stylishly shot black-

and-white Bengali rap film that was at the Berlin Film 

Festival this year, it explores the state of mind of a 

young man, son of a sex worker, who vents his rage 

and frustration in rap and coke. The film features 

explicit sex scenes, which is very rare in Indian 

cinema. The director is also a musician, and the film 

gradually developed around songs while he was 

jamming with a band. Onir’s i am (Hindi), the Opening 

Film of Soul of India, is a portmanteau film with four 

stories on different issues, including sexuality. One 

story deals with how a homosexual in Mumbai is 

exploited by the police – and betrayed by his own. 

Another story deals with child abuse, a third on the 

aftermath of the Hindu-Muslim conflict in kashmir, and 

the fourth on the awkwardness of being a liberated, 

single mother. It’s an innovative ‘Facebook film’, 

made with money raised largely through the social 

networking website.

The modern-day implications of the caste system play 

out in several films, such as pairon talle, vanaJa and 

paruthiveeran. Rajnesh Domalpalli’s vanaJa (Telugu), a 

brilliant film that won Best Debut Feature at the Berlin 

Film Festival, tackles caste, gender and politics while 

exploring the story of a spunky low-caste, teenage girl, 

who fights to rise above the caste into which she was 

born. An engineer, Domalpalli switched to film. vanaJa 

was his master’s thesis in film at Columbia university 

in the uS. Ameer Sulthan’s paruthiveeran (Tamil) is a 

powerful, gut-wrenching film that you will not forget. 

The film, a ferocious love story between a sweet, 

high-caste girl and low-caste thug, is set in the loud, 

boisterous, violent culture of Madurai in Tamil Nadu. 

It was acclaimed at the Berlin Festival, but local fans 

in Tamil Nadu tend to walk out 20 minutes before the 

ending because they cannot bear the tragic climax.

umesh kulkarni’s vihir (the well, Marathi), a superb 

film that philosophically addresses death among 

teenagers, was screened in Berlin and Rotterdam. 

The teenage protagonist’s cousin dies in a swimming 

accident, and the film is about how he reconciles to 

this, believing that his spirit is somehow still around. 

A film that truly smells of the earth. It was produced 

by Bollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan’s Amitabh 

Bachchan Corp Ltd, reflecting an encouraging trend 

of Bollywood backing art house films. New York-

based Prashant Bhargava’s patang (The kite, Hindi), 

about a family reunion in Ahmedabad during the kite 

flying festival, also intimately evokes the resilient spirit 

of the city.

Three women debut directors shine in this package, 

with Nandita Das’ Firaaq, Anusha Rizvi’s peepli [live] 

and kiran Rao’s dhoBi ghat. The Hindu-Muslim riots 

in the western state of Gujarat in 2002, in which over 

1,200 were killed, a majority of them Muslims, has left 

a weal on the public conscience. However, only two 

feature films have addressed it, one of them being 

Nandita Das’ Firaaq (Hindi). Rather than focusing on 

the bloodbath, she explores with sophistication the 

states of mind of both perpetrators and victims after 

the massacre. An incredibly gutsy and magnificent 

film, as most of the perpetrators of the crimes still 

roam free. It was screened at the Telluride and Toronto 
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festivals. Anusha Rizvi’s peepli [live] (Hindi) is a 

mordant satire on the farmers’ suicides, a common 

occurrence in India. The film centers on a desperately 

indebted farmer, who considers suicide when he 

learns that the government will then give the family 

a decent compensation, and the ensuing politicians’ 

and media circus. This film too was screened in 

Berlin. kiran Rao’s dhoBi ghat (mumBai diaries) (Hindi, 

English) explores a love triangle between a chic New 

York investment banker woman visiting Mumbai, 

a painter and a poor washerman who works at the 

dhobi ghat (washerman’s place). Even as it explores 

class and identity, it is also a love letter to Mumbai 

city, evoking its soul, sights and smells. The film was 

screened in Toronto. 

Soul of India also features superb short films. Supriyo 

Sen’s wagah is a moving, funny film on Wagah at the 

Indo-Pakistan border; Siddharth Sinha’s udedh Bun 

((un)ravel) is a compelling coming-of-age story that 

won the Silver Bear in Berlin; Bishnu Dev Halder’s 

Bagher BaCha (tiger’s CuB) portrays a street kid as 

an urban warrior; Gitanjali Rao’s printed rainBow, 

screened in Cannes (she was on the Cannes jury 

this year), is an exquisite, feminist animation film 

about an old woman and her cat; Ashish Pandey’s 

khule darwaaZe (open doors) is also about a lonely 

old woman; uS-based Natasha Mendonca’s Jan 

villa, which won the Tiger Award for Best Short 

at Rotterdam this year, zooms in on a lesbian 

relationship in middle-class Mumbai very explicit and 

daring for India; and vinoo Choliparambil’s vitthal is 

about the outrage a small boy feels when his head is 

ritually shaved after his grandfather dies.

All in all, Soul of India is a snapshot of India – right 

here, right now. I’d specially like to thank all the 

directors, producers and distribution/sales agents for 

the films, including Aamir khan of 

Aamir Khan Productions; Amrita Pandey, Amit 

khilnani and Abigail Rodrigues of uTv; Juliette 

Janssen, Janneke Langelaan and Iwana Chronis 

of the Hubert Bals Fund, International Film Festival 

Rotterdam; Esther Devos and Noemie Devide of 

Wild Bunch; Camille Rousselet and Ilaria Gomarasca 

of Wide Management; Ida Martins and Alessandro 

Lombardo of Media Luna; Wg Cdr Ramesh Pulapaka 

of Amitabh Bachchan Corp Ltd; and k E Gnanavel 

Raja of Studio Green and karthi Sivakumar. Heartfelt 

thanks also to Raymond Walravens, World Cinema 

Amsterdam Festival Director, and his team – Petra 

van Dongen, Patricia van Wetten, Olivia Tran and 

Noortje van de Sande for their wonderful assistance in 

putting this program together. Geniet van deze films! 

Meenakshi Shedde

Meenakshi Shedde, based in Bombay, India, is Curator of the 

World Cinema Amsterdam Soul of India program . She is India 

Consultant to the Berlin, Locarno and Dubai Film Festivals, 

and Curator to festivals worldwide. She freelances for Variety 

and Cahiers du Cinema. Her email is meenakshishedde@

gmail.com
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awards & Festivals 

Best Film & Best Actress (London Asian Film  

Festival, 2011)

David Flint Honorary Award for Human Rights  

(uk, 2010)

NETPAC Award for Best Asian Film, International  

Jury Special Mention (International Film Festival of 

Kerala, 2010) 

Engendered Award for Outstanding Contribution 

(I-view Film Festival, New York, 2010)

Best Film, Audience Choice Award (River to River  

Film Festival, Florence, 2010) 

 

synopsis 

i am by Onir, Opening Film of the ‘Soul of India’ section, 

is a strong film on compelling dilemmas modern 

Indians face today. Spurned by Bollywood, producers 

Sanjay Suri and Onir used Facebook and social 

networks to co-produce this film with 400 people in 

35 cities. It features four stories about characters who 

struggle to keep their identity and dignity. 

i am aFia explores the awkwardness at the far edge of 

feminism, as a single, divorced woman negotiates at a 

sperm bank, with a young teenager selling his sperm 

for pocket money. 

i am megha: When Megha, one of the Hindu exodus 

forced from their land by Muslims in Kashmir, returns 

home, she finds her childhood Muslim friend now living 

in it. A trenchant exploration of friendship and identity. 

i am aBhimanyu (played by actor-producer Sanjay Suri) is 

about a man tormented by his childhood sexual abuse 

by his widowed mother’s lover. But will his mother 

acknowledge the truth? 

i am omar is a sharp sketch of what it means to be 

homosexual in India today. The Delhi High Court ruling 

decriminalising homosexuality in 2009 is still legally 

contested. Omar’s story is a common one of police 

blackmailing homosexuals, but he is outraged by an 

unexpected betrayal. 

 

Biography 

Onir left Bhutan for kolkata in 1986. While studying 

comparative literature, he also did film studies at 

Chitrabani, and cheerfully plunged into studying 

German, Russian, Bengali and Tamil. Following his 

documentary glimpses oF a College street in 1991,  

he got an editing scholarship at SFB/TTC Berlin. After 

producing and directing the documentary Fallen hero, 

Onir directed and co-produced his first feature my 

Brother nikhil in 2005, and his second feature Bas ek 

pal in 2006. In 2008, Sanjay Suri and Onir produced 

Onir’s third feature sorry Bhai!, distributed by Mumbai 

Mantra. i am is his fourth feature. Onir’s films are driven 

by his empathy for victims of social injustice.

Filmography – Features and shorts*
2010 I Am

2008 Sorry Bhai!

2006 Bas Ek Pal

2005 My brother…Nikhil

1992 *Fallen Hero

1991 *Tiger’s Nest

patang Prashant Bhargava VanaJa Rajnesh Domalpalli 

pairon talle Sidharth Srinivasanpeepli [liVe] Anusha Rizvi harud Aamir Bashir 

firaaq Nandita Das dhobi ghat Kiran Rao i am Onir

paruthiVeeran Ameer Sulthan 

Vihir Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni

soul of india - index
Features

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]

subtitles 
colour / black-white

contact

i am afia megha abhimanyu omar

i am

onir

india

2010

110

35mm

hindi, english, bengali, 
kashmiri, marathi         
english

colour

anticlockfilms@gmail.com   
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dhobi GhAt 

awards & Festivals
Toronto International Film Festival, 2010

synopsis 
A refreshing debut feature written and directed by 

Kiran Rao, dhoBi ghat (washerman’s place) has four 

protagonists, whose worlds intersect in Mumbai 

(formerly Bombay) and leave them forever altered. 

Yasmin, a shy, small-town bride arrives in Bombay; but 

lonely, she films the city on her videocamera, as ‘video 

letters’ to her brother. Shai, an attractive investment 

banker and photographer from New York, is in Mumbai 

on a sabbatical. She meets Arun the painter and has 

an on-off relationship with him. Munna is the slow-

burning, sexy washerman (dhobi) who delivers clothes 

to Shai’s house and wants to become a film star. As he 

shows her the ‘real’ city in exchange for her shooting 

his portfolio, he falls in love with her. And, as Arun 

moves into a new apartment, he finds Yasmin’s video 

letters and learns of her terrible secret. 

The film delicately explores class-conscious India–

where the lower orders must keep their place–and 

the fate of love that tries to vault across its forbidding 

chasm. dhoBi ghat gets wonderfully under the skin 

of Mumbai – in a very different way from slumdog 

millionaire – but its heart beats for that same 

impossible love. The film is produced by and features 

Bollywood star Aamir Khan, who is also married to 

kiran Rao. 

Biography
Born in Bengaluru and raised in Kolkata, Kiran Rao 

moved to Mumbai and worked as an Assistant Director 

on films such as the Academy Award®-nominated 

lagaan, and monsoon wedding, winner of the venice 

Film Festival’s Golden Lion. She was Associate 

Producer on taare Zameen par, India’s official entry 

to the Academy Awards®, and Jaane tu ya Jaane na. 

She co-produced peepli [live], the first Indian film in 

World Cinema Competition at Sundance 2010. Rao 

holds a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from Sophia 

College, Bombay university, and a Master’s in Mass 

Communication from Jamia Millia Islamia university, 

New Delhi. dhoBi ghat is her first feature film. 

Filmography - Features
2010 Dhobi Ghat (Mumbai Diaries)

hArud

awards & Festivals
Don Quixote Award (Fribourg International Film 

Festival, 2011)

Rotterdam, Toronto, London, Dubai, Gothenburg,  

New York Indian, Mumbai Film Festivals

synopsis
Aamir Bashir’s debut feature harud (autumn) is set 

in Kashmir, a hotbed of India-Pakistan territorial 

disputes and skirmishes for decades. The meek Rafiq 

(Shahnawaz Bhat) returns to his home in Kashmir after 

unsuccessfully trying to cross the border to Pakistan 

to become a militant. His village seems permanently 

under siege, full of army personnel, and there’s the 

humiliation of daily security frisking. Rafiq’s brother is 

one of the thousands of young men who have gone 

missing since the military insurgency. His mother is still 

hopeful of finding him, but his father is mostly shell-

shocked (Iranian actor Reza Naji, Best Actor, Berlin, for 

Majid Majidi’s song oF the sparrows, a casting coup). 

Rafiq’s life gets a flicker of meaning after he finds his 

brother’s camera. But the film moves inexorably to its 

tragic climax at Eid, when a lamb is sacrificed. 

 

Director Aamir Bashir is a Kashmir-born actor turned 

director. harud is a very quiet, understated film, whose 

silences and sparse sound track evoke the suffocation 

and listlessness of living under siege. Although it is 

Shahnawaz Bhat’s debut performance, his eloquent 

face and soulful eyes burn in your memory long after. 

Biography
Born in Srinagar, Kashmir, Aamir Bashir is an actor and 

director based in Mumbai, India.

After studying history and law in Delhi, he worked in 

television as a news correspondent and travel show 

host. He moved to Mumbai in 1998 to become an 

actor. He has acted in independent films, including 

Clever and lonely, split wide open, the great indian 

ButterFly and the award-winning FroZen. He earned 

a Best Supporting Actor nomination at the Screen 

Awards 2009 for a wednesday. harud is his first venture 

as writer, director and producer.

Filmography - Features
2010 Harud (Autumn)

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

harud

autumn

aamir bashir   
india*
2010

99

35mm

urdu

english

colour

aamir@chasingtales.net 
*hubert bals fund

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

dhobi ghat 
mumbai diaries

kiran rao

india

2010

103

35mm

hindi, english

english

colour

kiran@akpfilms.com
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pAiron tALLe

awards & Festivals
Toronto Film Festival, 2010

International Film Festival Rotterdam, 2011

Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), 2011

Santa Barbara International Film Festival, 2011

synopsis
pairon talle (soul oF sand) is not just an attack on the 

India Shining myth, it is an attack of unprecedented 

savagery. India lives in several centuries at the same 

time. Alongside the economic boom and landscape 

of glass and chrome towers, director Sidharth 

Srinivasan exposes its dark underbelly of primitive, 

feudal impulses. A man driving a fancy car and 

sporting shades, will slit his daughter’s lover’s throat 

without hesitation, simply because he is of the wrong 

caste. The Taliban are within us, not just wherever the 

Americans are pretending to look.

The caste system is so entrenched in the psyche of 

the low caste Bhanu Kumar, that he loyally guards his 

master’s abandoned silica mine, seemingly unaware 

that his master is raping his own wife. One night, he 

shelters a couple who has eloped, terrified that they 

will be victims of an honour killing, and sets in motion 

a chain of bloody events leading to its tragic climax. 

Like Arvind Adiga’s Booker Prize-winning book The 

White Tiger, pairon talle examines contemporary 

Indian society from the viewpoint of the low caste man, 

the slave, at the bottom, with unsparing honesty and 

cynicism. This Hubert Bals Fund-supported film was 

selected by Global Film Initiative for North American 

distribution.

Biography
Sidharth Srinivasan was born in New Delhi, India, in 

1975. After studying economics, he assisted renowned 

Indian filmmaker kumar Shahani. Sidharth’s debut 

short film swamohita (the tightrope walker), made when 

he was 23, was at the venice Film Festival Competition 

in 2000. His debut feature divya drishti (the divine 

vision), which swept the awards at the KaraFilm 

Festival, karachi, 2002, was at festivals worldwide. His 

second feature pairon talle, which he wrote, produced 

and directed, had its world premiere at the Toronto Film 

Festival to great acclaim, and was one of TIFF Co-

Director Cameron Bailey’s ‘Daily Picks’. Sidharth has 

also directed numerous documentaries and is currently 

working on a feature-length documentary, outpost oF 

delhi.

Filmography – Features
2011 Outpost of Delhi (in production) 

2010 Pairon Talle (Soul of Sand)

2002 Divya Drishti (The Divine Vision)

Filmography – shorts
2005 Where the Ruins Speak

2000 Swamohita (The Tightrope Walker)

peepLi [LiVe]

awards & Festivals
Sundance Film Festival, 2010

Berlin International Film Festival, 2010

Best First Film Award (Durban Film Festival, 2010) 

Sao Paulo International Film Festival, 2010 

River To River Film Festival, Florence, 2010

synopsis
peepli [live], directed by Anusha Rizvi and produced 

by Bollywood star-producer-director Aamir Khan, is 

a vitriolic satire on government schemes to prevent 

desperate farmers committing suicide—and the media. 

In a tiny corner of a giant country, a poor farmer’s 

family is about to lose its land as they are unable to 

repay a loan. His brother has a plan to win it all back: 

commit suicide. The government offers the family of 

any farmer committing suicide a compensation of 

Rupees 100,000 ($2,000). As Natha plans to commit 

suicide, it sets in motion a chain of events which finds 

Natha amidst a lot of turmoil. The local bigwigs, the 

state government, high ranking bureaucrats, federal 

ministers and the national media all want a piece of 

the mad circus that ensues. When Natha escapes to 

the city alive, it maybe to a fate worse than death–as 

one of the billions of uprooted, faceless workers of 

Shining India. 

Biography
Director and screenwriter Anusha Rizvi was born in 

1978. She studied history at St. Stephen’s College, 

Delhi, and Human Rights at the Jamia university, Delhi. 

As she says, “I am an accidental filmmaker. I neither 

trained, nor ever wished to make films before the story 

of peepli [live] came to me in a flash.” She worked 

as a television producer for four years at New Delhi 

Television (NDTv). peepli [live] is her first feature outing 

as writer and director. Over the last five years, she has 

helped revive Dastangoi, the dead art form of story-

telling in urdu.

Filmography – Features 
2010 Peepli [Live]

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

pairon talle

soul of sand

sidharth srinivasan 
india* 
2010

98

hd cam

hindi

english

colour

sidharth@reelillusionfilms.com

*hubert bals fund

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

peepli [live]
peepli [live]
anusha rizvi

india

2010

106

35mm

hindi, bundelkhandi, english

english

colour

anusharizvi@gmail.com
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firAAq

awards & Festivals
David Flint Honorary Award (Biennial Global Awards, 

uk, 2008)

Best Debutant Director (v Shantaram Awards, 

India, 2008)

Best Film & Best Screenplay (Asian Festival of First 

Films, Singapore, 2008)

Purple Orchid Award for Best Film (Thessaloniki 

International Film Festival, 2008)

Special Jury Prize (Istanbul Film Festival, 2010)

synopsis
The communal riots in Gujarat, western India, in 2002, 

that left over 1,000 dead, a majority of them Muslims, 

convulsed India. Interestingly, only two feature films 

were made on this still simmering issue—one by a 

man, and one by a woman—Firaaq by Nandita Das. 

Not only is Firaaq a film of incredible courage—most of 

the perpetrators of the carnage roam free and silence 

their critics—but of great sophistication. It’s a woman’s 

view of a bloodbath: little in-your-face rioting, but with 

a raw poignancy that gnaws at your heart.

Firaaq, meaning both separation and quest in urdu, 

is based on “a thousand true stories.” It looks at the 

aftermath of the riots, and the effects it had on ordinary 

people—perpetrators, victims and silent observers. 

Mohsin, a young Muslim boy who has been orphaned 

in the riots, looks for his father. Aarti, a middle-

aged Hindu woman, punishes herself for refusing to 

shelter a Muslim woman hounded by the mobs and 

her own husband. Muneera, a young Muslim woman 

whose house has been burnt, suspects her Hindu 

friend Jyoti’s husband. As the burning mobs close in, 

the elderly, genteel classical musician Khan Saheb, 

withdraws even deeper into his music. A distilled 

meditation on the wages of violence.

Biography
Nandita Das is known to audiences worldwide for her 

critically acclaimed performances in films including 

Fire, Earth and Before the Rains. She has acted in over 

30 feature films in 10 languages, with distinguished 

directors like Deepa Mehta, Adoor Gopalakrishnan, 

Mrinal Sen, Shyam Benegal and Mani Ratnam. 

She believes in the role of cinema as a powerful 

instrument for social change. She was a member of the 

international jury at the Cannes Film Festival, 2005, and 

at the karlovy vary International Film Festival, 2007. 

The French government bestowed on her the Chevalier 

dans l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (knight of the 

Order of Arts and Letters). She is currently Chairperson 

of the Children’s Film Society, India. 

Filmography – Features
2008 Firaaq

pAruthiVeerAn 

 

 

 

awards & Festivals 

NETPAC Award-Special Mention (Berlin Film 

Festival, 2007)

Best Indian Film Award & Best Actress Award (Osian’s 

Cinefan Festival, New Delhi, 2007) 

Tamil Nadu State Government Awards for Best Film, 

Best Actor & Best Actress (India, 2007)

Filmfare Awards South for Best Movie & Best Director 

(India, 2007)  

 

synopsis 

paruthiveeran is essentially a Romeo-and-Juliet 

tragedy set in Paruthiyur, Tamil Nadu, south India. 

But it would be hard to find another Indian film of 

such unbridled ferocity, both in violence and in love. 

Melodramatic and over the top in keeping with the 

rustic, hot-headed community he captures, and 

absolutely sure of himself, director Ameer Sulthan 

grabs you by the collar and hurls you into the vortex 

of the film. In Tamil Nadu, audiences flocked to the 

theatres to see this film over one year, but usually 

left 20 minutes before the end: they couldn’t bear 

the climax. Paruthiveeran, a low caste criminal, had 

once saved the life of his sweet cousin Muthazhagu, 

a high caste Thevar, when they were kids, and she 

later falls in love with him. Although he’s a despicable 

lout whose only dream is to be thrown in jail so he 

can have his photo printed in the local daily, she 

remains obsessively devoted to him. At one point, 

he realises he’s in love with her, and they decide to 

elope since their clans are sworn enemies. But it is 

with heart-breaking consequences, as Muthazhagu 

pays for Paruthiveeran’s sins. Produced by Studio 

Green, this feisty, unforgettable film, backed by strong 

performances and cinematography, was acclaimed at 

the Berlin Film Festival. 

Biography 

An economics graduate, Ameer Sulthan ran a tea 

stall and sold coconuts, before becoming assistant 

director to Bala in Sethu. He won SICA’s Best Debut 

Director Award for mounam pesiyadhe, 2002. His second 

feature raam, made by his Teamwork Production, won 

the Sankardas Swamigal Best Director Award at the 

International Film Festival of India, and won Best Actor 

and Best Music Composer, and Best Cinematographer 

nomination at the Cyprus International Film Festival, 

2006. His paruthiveeran was at the Berlin and Osian’s 

Festivals. He also wrote the screenplay for raam and 

paruthiveeran, and turned actor with the film yogi. 

 

Filmography – Features 

2007 Paruthiveeran 

2005 Raam 

2002 Mounam Pesiyadhey 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

firaaq

firaaq

nandita das 
india

2008

101

35mm

hindi, gujarati, urdu, english

english

colour

contact@nanditadas.com

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

paruthiveeran 
paruthiveeran 
ameer sulthan 
india 
2007 
139 
35mm 
tamil 
english 
colour 
contactk@gmail.com
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pAtAnG

awards & Festivals
Berlin International Film Festival, 2011 

Tribeca Film Festival, uSA, 2011

synopsis
Prashant Bhargava sets the family reunion, which is at 

the heart of his debut feature patang (the kite), in the old 

city of Ahmedabad in western India, during its annual 

kite flying festival. The entire city goes into a kite-flying 

frenzy, in every terrace and street—and kite makers, 

manja (kite string) makers and kite sellers are kept 

busy. When a successful Delhi businessman takes his 

pretty daughter on a trip to his childhood home for the 

festival, the extended family must grapple with some 

thorny issues. Whether the businessman–who scorns 

Chakku his nephew for playing music in a wedding 

band–has given back enough to his family. Their 

discomfort when he wants his mother to sign away 

their ancestral home and move to a swank apartment 

they don’t need. Meanwhile, the teenage daughter 

flirts with a shopkeeper. When they return, nothing is 

resolved, yet the kite festivities bound them warmly 

for a while. As his relative says, “We hold on to our 

happiness. Little little happiness.” The cinematography 

by Shanker Raman is a great asset, capturing the 

kaleidoscopic colours of the kite festival, and bringing 

a wonderful family intimacy. There are also good 

performances, especially Seema Biswas (Sudha) and 

Nawazuddin Siddiqui (Chakku).

Biography
patang (the kite) is writer, director and editor Prashant 

Bhargava’s first feature film. His short film sangam 

premiered at the Sundance Film Festival, garnering 

several awards and distinctions. The film was 

distributed by Film Movement and Mubi and broadcast 

on Arte/ZDF, The Sundance Channel and PBS. 

Prashant started out in the arts as a graffiti artist in his 

hometown of Chicago. He studied computer science at 

Cornell university and theatrical directing at The Actors 

Studio MFA program. He has directed and designed 

commercials, music videos, title sequences and 

promos over the last 15 years. 

Filmography – Features 

2011 Patang (The Kite)

 

Filmography – shorts 
2006 Ammaji 

2005 Backwaters 

2004 Sangam 

VAnAjA

awards & Festivals
Best First Feature Award (Berlin International Film 

Festival, 2007)

Best Narrative Feature (IAAC Film Festival,  

New York, 2006)

Special Mention (Hamptons International Film  

Festival, 2006)

Platinum Remi for Best International Film (Worldfest 

Houston, 2007)

Special International Jury Prize (Cairo International Film 

Festival for Children, 2007)

Best Actress (Asian Fest of 1st Films, Singapore, 2007)

synopsis
vanaJa is a brilliant film on a coming of age story, that 

won the Best First Feature Award at the Berlin Film 

Festival in 2007. You don’t realize it’s a student thesis 

film. Set in rural South India, it is the story of a 14 

year-old, poor, low caste fisherman’s daughter. When 

a sooth-sayer predicts that she will be a great dancer 

one day, she finds work as a maid in the house of the 

local landlady, hoping to learn classical Kuchipudi 

dance while earning a living. She is a quick learner and 

blossoms. When the landlady’s 23 year old son returns 

from the uS, sexual chemistry is ignited between 

them, but the situation suddenly takes a dramatic turn, 

pitching her into a conflict in which class, caste, gender 

and political issues explode.

Biography
Rajnesh Domalpalli comes from Hyderabad, in South 

India. He spent his childhood in small rural towns 

where his father worked as a civil engineer.

An engineer by training, he decided to take up Film 

at Columbia university in 2001. vanaJa is his Master’s 

thesis at Columbia university’s Film School.

While at the Indian Institute of Technology, Rajnesh 

penned short stories in his spare time. One of these, 

The Dowry, was broadcast by BBC’s World Service in 

1984 and 1989. 

Filmography – Features 

2006 Vanaja

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

patang

patang (the kite)
prashant bhargava

india, usa

2011

94

hd cam

hindi

english

colour

jaideep@patang.tv

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

vanaja

vanaja

rajnesh domalpalli

india, usa

2006

111

35mm

telugu

english

colour

varijafilms@gmail.com
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Vihir

awards & Festivals
Best Picture Award (MIAAC Film Festival,  

New York, 2010)

Asia Pacific Screen Award for Achievement in 

Cinematography (Australia, 2010)

German Star of India Award (Bollywood and Beyond 

Film Festival, Stuttgart, 2010)

Berlin International Film Festival, 2010

International Film Festival Rotterdam, 2010

synopsis
vihir (the well) by umesh kulkarni has absolute control 

of a difficult subject, adolescents coping with death. 

But he does this in a philosophical yet accessible 

manner, which accounts for its deservingly huge appeal 

and acclaim worldwide. Second feature by kulkarni, 

the film is solidly rooted in rural India and you can 

smell the earth. The story is of two adolescent boys 

Sameer and Nachiket, who are cousins and best 

friends. When Nachiket dies, apparently in a swimming 

accident, Sameer is inconsolable, until he eventually 

reconciles to it, and senses that perhaps Nachiket has 

not gone away after all. The director was inspired by 

an autobiographical incident, and the screenplay and 

mise-en-scene are meticulous and convincing in their 

details. The cinematography is powerfully evocative. 

Young adults have loved the film as well. A confident, 

young Indian voice, in Marathi, the film has been 

produced by Amitabh Bachchan Corp Ltd (ABCL), 

Bollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan’s production 

house—a very welcome trend.

Biography
umesh vinayak kulkarni, born in Pune in 1976, studied 

commerce and law. He worked as an assistant director 

to filmmakers Sumitra Bhave and Sunil Sukthankar on 

their feature films and documentaries. He specialised 

in direction at the Film and Television Institute of India 

(FTII), and did a summer university course at La FEMIS, 

Paris, in 2000. His FTII diploma film girni (the grinding 

maChine) won the National Award for best short film and 

best direction in 2005. His short documentary three oF 

us premiered at the Berlin Film Festival 2008 and won 

many international awards. His debut feature film valu 

(the wild Bull) premiered at International Film Festival 

Rotterdam in 2008, to much acclaim.

Filmography – Features 

2009 Vihir (The Well)

2008 Valu (The Wild Bull)  

Filmography – shorts 

2010 Gaarud (The Spell) 

2010 Vilay (Dissolution)

2008 Three of Us 

2005 Girni (The Grinding Machine) 

2003 Darshan (Divine Sight)

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

vihir

the well

umesh vinayak kulkarni

india

2009

115

35mm

marathi

english

colour

aantarik@yahoo.com
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Vitthal Vinoo Choliparambiludedh bun Siddharth Sinhaprinted rainbow Gitanjali Rao

khule darwaaze Ashish Pandeybagher bacha Bishnu Dev Halder Jan Villa Natasha Mendonca

wagah Supriyo Sen

soul of india - index
shorts

bAGher bAchA

synopsis
The protagonist, 10, is one of millions of street kids, 

surviving in the debris of modern Indian city life. But 

he’s a plucky warrior, living at railway stations, and 

negotiating a world of drugs and crime. Only in his 

dreams, he permits himself to hunger for home, family, 

warmth. His mother confesses her guilt in letting her 

boy go adrift...a moving portrait by a National Award-

winning director.

jAn ViLLA

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

jan villa

jan villa 
natasha mendonca

india, usa

2010

20

hd cam

english

none

colour & black-white

natasha.mendonca@gmail.com

synopsis 
Natasha Mendonca’s Jan villa, which won the Tiger 

Award for Short Film at the International Film Festival 

Rotterdam, 2011, is a quiet film that meditates on 

many issues including environmental degradation, the 

monsoon and Mumbai’s housing colonies. But above 

all, it is daring film for India, exploring a lesbian relation-

ship set in a middle class Mumbai home. While being 

sexually explicit, it is remarkable how a woman can 

observe another woman’s naked body, unflinchingly yet 

tenderly, and revel in its ability to give and receive love, 

notwithstanding the gentle spread of advancing years, 

and wholly unencumbered by advertisement-defined 

sexiness. It seems to savour what the body remembers.

KhuLe dArwAAze

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

khule darwaaze

open doors

ashish pandey

india

2010

15

digibeta

hindi

english

colour

ashish@sophiyafilms.com

synopsis
Ashish Pandey continues his exploration of loneliness 

with an old woman who lives alone. She hopes that her 

son will return—so her doors are always open. Eventu-

ally he does, but it’s not what she expected. Shown at 

the Montreal and Dubai film festivals.

printed rAinbow

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

printed rainbow

printed rainbow

gitanjali rao

india

2006

15

digibeta

no dialogue

none

colour

gitanjalirao@gmail.com

synopsis
printed rainBow is an exquisite jewel of an animation 

short, in which a lonely old woman and her cat escape 

into a fantasy world of matchbox labels. It hints at a lib-

erated feminism, even as it captures visual and sound 

styles of various parts of India. The film won three 

awards in the Cannes Film Festival’s Critics’ Week in 

2006, and Rao returned to Cannes as a Critics’ Week 

Jury member in 2011. The film was shortlisted for the 

Academy Awards in 2008; it won 25 awards and was 

shown at 100 international festivals. Rao is currently 

developing girgit, an 80min animation feature, and 

lovestory2012, a 20-min animation short.

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

bagher bacha

the tiger’s cub

bishnu dev halder

india

2006

24

beta sp

bengali

english

colour

bishnudevh@gmail.com
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udedh bun 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

udedh bun

(un)ravel

siddharth sinha

india

2007

21

35mm

bhojpuri

english

colour

sidsinha2005@yahoo.co.in

synopsis
A most assured student graduation film, Siddharth Sin-

ha’s udedh Bun ((un)ravel) won the Silver Bear Award for 

best short film at the Berlin Film Festival, 2008. Produced 

by the Film and Television Institute of India, it is a coming 

of age portrait of a teenage boy, who is bullied at school, 

must tend to a sick mother – and his first stirrings of sex-

uality. Sinha is currently working on his debut feature film 

twosome with Trompe Le Monde and Anurag kashyap 

Films; it won the Best Feature Film Project Award by the 

Hubert Bals Fund of the Rotterdam Film Festival, at the 

International Film Festival of India, Goa, 2009.

VitthAL

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

vitthal

vitthal

vinoo choliparambil

india

2009

24

digibeta

marathi

english

colour

vinoo_p@yahoo.com

synopsis
After the death of his grandfather, vitthal’s parents shave 

his head bald, according to Hindu death rituals. 12-year-

old vitthal is outraged. Nothing can assuage his humili-

ation, isolation and anger. This first short film by editor 

vinoo Choliparambil won the First Prize, Asian Festival of 

First Films, Singapore; Second Prize, Dubai International 

Film Festival; Special Jury Award, Osian’s Cinefan Film 

Festival; Indian National Award for Best Debut Director 

(Non-Feature Films), and was at the Pusan and Montreal 

film festivals. 

wAGAh

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

wagah

wagah

supriyo sen

germany

2009

13

digibeta

hindi, farsi, urdu 
english

colour

info@detailfilm.de

synopsis
Every evening at Wagah, the only border crossing along 

the 3,323 km frontier between India and Pakistan, bor-

der guards on both sides orchestrate an extravagantly 

macho, patriotic (and hilarious) parade. Thousands 

gather to watch, then crowd the gates to greet their 

former neighbours. But three children, who sell DvDs 

of the parade, speak far more warmly and wisely of 

their neighbouring country, than the macho Big Daddies 

running the show and the countries. Absolutely delight-

ful and memorable. Wim Wenders said, “Wagah is a 

manifesto against any wall that divides people.” Director 

Supriyo Sen, from a refugee family himself, concludes 

his brilliant trilogy on Partition, way BaCk home and hope 

dies last in war, with wagah. He met wagah co-director in 

Pakistan, Najaf Bilgrami, for the first time at their Berlin 

screening: they could not meet across the border while 

making the film, but directed it via mobile phone!

The film has won 29 awards including the Berlin Today 

Award, Berlin Film Festival; Best Short Documentary, 

karlovy vary; and selected at over 100 international 

film festivals including Sundance, IDFA (Amsterdam), 

karlovy vary, Hot Docs, Sydney, Tampere, Movies 

That Matter, Busan Asian Shorts, IFFI-Goa Film Festi-

vals; and the Museum of Modern Art (New York).
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beLKiboLAnG 

synopsis
It is almost New Year’s Eve and life in the bustling 

Indonesian capital of Jakarta goes on all night. The 

film opens with a little girl and her umbrella and a man 

who both try to find their way in the rainy streets of the 

city, leads us through a mosaic of touching, wry and 

light-footed episodes, and ends at daybreak with a taxi 

driver who unsuccessfully tries to tell his wife that he 

wants a divorce. Each episode gives an impression of 

modern Indonesian life in Jakarta where big city chaos 

often eclipses individual emotions. 

The omnibus film BelkiBolang is the visiting card 

of a new generation of filmmakers in the booming 

indie film scene of Indonesia. They are praised at 

the international film festivals. In their films they 

tackle the rapidly changing societal rules of modern 

Indonesia, seemingly without effort and each time 

with a typical twist. The nine filmmakers are all (young) 

men, but their stories center on female topics. The 

(female) scriptwriter Wattimena has managed to 

weave all threads into a coherent tapestry. Edwin, 

the best-known participating filmmaker, also directed 

Blind pig who wants to Fly which was released in the 

Netherlands. 

payang (umbrella) Agung Sentausa 

Wahyu, a typical working class man with a tired look 

hates his city, his life and himself. One night, when 

heavy rain pours down, his meeting with Fitri changes 

his perspective.

percakapan ini (chit chat) Ifa Isfansyah 

Omen, a chef, and Nuri, his neighbour talk about 

relationships, choices and motherhood. A long 

conversation, without a beginning nor an end. 

mamalia Tumpal Christian Tampubolon

Wati looks for transportation and Maman offers her 

to hop on his motorcycle. Together they drive around 

town when she asks Maman to stop because she got 

something in her eye. 

planet gaJah (planet elephant) Rico Marpaung

A fortune teller foresees number 25 and 2010. Nathan 

sees this as a game, for Milli it is a sign. Tonight is 

Nathan’s 25th birthday in the year 2010, and Milli is not 

ready to lose Nathan.

tokek (gecko) Anggun Priambodo

A regular night. The room is cold. Edwin is working on 

his laptop while his wife is sleeping tightly. Suddenly, 

there is an electrical break down. The sound of a gecko 

interrupts him and then the night gets an unusual turn.

peron Azhar Lubis 

James only listens to his iPod during train rides. 

Meanwhile fantasizing about girls at the train station. 

One day, when his iPod breaks down, he meets a 

girl who is enjoying the loud and noisy sound of the 

station. She lets James hear something he has never 

heard before.

ella Wisnu Surya Pratama

Ella, a prostitute from Surabaya who lives in Jakarta, 

uses the food stall of grilled duck seller Pak Gendut 

as her pick up place. Tonight, the last day of the 

Ramadan, she returns home as a good girl. However, 

even a good girl is never perfect, especially Ella.

roller coaster Edwin 

On a lazy day in Jakarta, a boy and a girl decide to 

seek a thrill. They have been friends for a long time 

but have never seen each other naked. Today this will 

change. 

full moon Sidi Saleh 

Bobi is a cab driver who takes his wife Isna for a ride 

on New Year’s eve. Not to celebrate, but to express his 

deepest wish to her. 

troca o trópico (short)  
Natalia Machiaveli, Netherlands

maimil Aktan Abdykalykov, 
Kyrgyzstan

beshkempir Aktan Abdykalykov, 
Kyrgyzstan

ghett'a life Chris Browne, Jamaicabelkibolang 9 directors, Indonesia

special screenings (out of competition) - index

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

belkibolang   
belkibolang  
agung sentausa, ifa isfansyah, 
tumpal christian tampubolon, 
rico marpaung, anggun priambodo, 
azhar lubis, wisnu surya pratama, 
edwin, sidi saleh 
indonesia   
2011 
87

beta sp

indonesian 
english 
colour 
belkibolangfilm@gmail.com 
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Ghett’A Life

 

awards
Hartly Merril Screenwriting Award (Cannes Film 

Festival, 2010)

synopsis 
An “against the odds” action drama set in a politically 

turbulent inner city community of kingston. 

Derrick, a determined inner city teenager, dreams 

of being Jamaica’s next world light weight boxing 

champion. He knew from an early age that he had the 

ability to out box even the bigger boys on his lane. But 

it’s election year and politics divide the country and 

Derrick’s community. His father, a loyal party supporter, 

forbids Derrick from going to the boxing gym, as to do 

so he has to cross party lines.

Derrick defiantly follows his heart and is confronted 

with the serious repercussions of his decision. The 

don of Derrick’s community, Sin, is set on keeping him 

from crossing over to the “other side” even if it means 

destroying Derrick’s dream and Derrick’s father is so 

blinded by political tribalism that he sees Derrick’s 

actions as betrayal. On the “other side”, at the gym, is 

a coach who becomes Derrick’s mentor and someone 

who shows him that Jamaica is bigger than just one 

community and that his dreams are worth fighting for. 

ghett’a liFe is a wholly Jamaican film with all investors, 

cast and crew being committed to an authentic 

depiction of what life is and what life can be in the inner 

city of kingston. This film with it’s positive message of 

overcoming adversity and ignorance. 

Biography  
Christopher Browne was born in Jamaica. He was 

schooled in Jamaica and in England. Following high 

school, he moved to the united States where he 

started his Bachelor of Arts degree at The Atlanta 

College of Art. Then, he went to The Art Institute of 

Chicago, and later to Columbia College in Chicago. 

Browne directed his first feature film, third world Cop, 

in 1999 which world premiered at the Toronto Film 

Festival. In 2002, Browne was awarded The Doctor 

Bird from his peers for his career achievements and 

contributions to the Jamaican film industry.

Filmography – Features 
2011 Ghett’a Life

1999 Third World Cop

Filmography – shorts
1996 Entry Denied

1993 Final Verdict

1992 Country Of The One Eye God

1991 Star

1989 Crossfire

1985 So It Go

beShKeMpir

awards
Don Quixote Award (Locarno International Film  

Festival, 1998)

Prize of the Ecumenical Jury - Special Mention 

(Locarno International Film Festival, 1998)

Silver Leopard (Locarno International Film Festival, 1998)

FIPRESCI Prize - Special Mention (Singapore 

International Film Festival, 1999)

Silver Screen Award (Singapore International Film 

Festival, 1999)

Young Cinema Award (Singapore International Film 

Festival, 1999)

synopsis
Feature debut of Aktan Abdykalykov, nowadays known 

as Aktan Arym kubat. Beshkempir (the adopted son), 
the first part of his autobiographical trilogy, centres 

around an old Kyrgyz custom: when a couple remains 

childless, a large family within the community will give 

up one of its many children for the childless couple to 

raise. It is no secret, but as soon as the transfer has 

taken place, it is no longer a matter of discussion. 

The young teenage boy Adyr played by Arym kubat’s 

son lives a life of fun and play in a rural kyrgyz village. 

He and his friends mess around in the brick mud pits, 

make sculptures of naked women, dream about girls 

and occasionally attend an outdoor movie showing. 

However, Adyr’s carefree days come to a sudden end 

when he gets into a heated fight with a friend and it 

is revealed that he is adopted. His friends then reject 

him. The death of a dear family member aggravates his 

life’s turmoil. Despite his grief, Adyr manages to wipe 

away his tears, pay his last respects and find his way to 

maturity. Beshkempir won many awards in international 

film festivals, including the Silver Leopard Prize at the 

Locarno International Film Festival in 1998. 

Biography 
Aktan Atym Kubat (Sakoulou, Kountouou, 1957) 

studied at the kyrgyzstan Art Institute in Bishkek.  

After his graduation he started working as a production 

designer in the 1980s. He shot his first short film the 

dog that ran in 1990, and subsequently made seven 

other films, including his highly autobiographical trilogy 

with sel’kinCek (1993), Beshkempir (1998) and maimil 

(2001). Notably Beshkempir won many awards, among 

them the Silver Leopard at the Locarno Film Festival. 

In 2001 he was nominated for the European Film 

Academy Discovery Award. Arym kubat is now working 

on his next film: tanaris.

Filmography – Features 
2010 The Light Thief (Svet-ake), page 12 

2001 The Chimp (Maimil), page 44 

1998 The Adopted Son (Beshkempir) 

1992 Where’s Your Home Snail? (Gde tvoy dom, ulitka?)

Filmography – shorts
1997 Hassan Hussen 

1995 Bus Stop (Beket)

1993 The Swing (Sel’kincek)

1990 The Dog That Ran (Bezhala Sobaka)

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

ghett’a life

ghett’a life

chris browne

jamaica   
2010

103

digibeta

jamaican english 
english

colour 
filmco@cwjamaica.com

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

beshkempir

the adopted son

aktan abdykalykov 
kyrgyzstan, france  
1998

81

35mm

kyrgyz 
dutch 
colour, black-white

info@contactfilm.nl 
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trocA o trópico 

synopsis 
In this journey we follow Natália and six other Brazilian 

women who are struggling to find a home in a new and 

different culture. This film narrates a story of dreams, 

reality and identity and of the native colors these 

immigrants introduce to the northern hemisphere.

Biography 

Natália Machiaveli was born in São Paulo in 1985 from 

of a Italian decedent mother and a Portuguese father. 

Her interest in art and music started in her teenage 

years, when she studied Piano and Graphic Design. 

She left home at the age of 19 to study art at the Gerrit 

Rietveld Academy and to live in Holland her first years 

of adulthood, where the difficulties of being a foreigner 

were added to the normal challenges of this phase in 

life. Natália works the theme of social relations, taking it 

to a very personal level. The media is chosen according 

to the subject, and varies between animations, photos, 

video and installations.

MAiMiL

awards
FIPRESCI Prize (Bratislava International Film 

Festival, 2002)

Prize of the Ecumenical Jury - Special Mention 

(Bratislava International Film Festival, 2002)

Jury Special Prize (Festróia - Tróia International Film 

Festival, 2002)

synopsis
maimil is the second part of the coming of age trilogy 

by Kyrgyz director Aktan Abdykalykov, nowadays 

known as Aktan Arym kubat. It is a trilogy in which 

we follow the universal struggle of a boy growing 

up in kyrgyzstan trying to find his way in the world. 

Throughout the trilogy the characters grow and mature, 

a process mirrored in the three films: Seventeen-year-

old Maimil (chimp) gained his nickname thanks to his 

large protruding ears. While waiting to be drafted for 

military service, he is torn between his peers' world 

and grown-up life. He lives life as every other boy his 

age; he hangs out with his friend, tries to sort out his 

relationship with his girlfriend, explores his sexuality 

and is busy just growing up. But when his mother 

leaves her alcoholic husband and takes his younger 

sister with her, Maimil takes his responsibility and 

decides to look after his father.

Biography 

Aktan Arym Kubat (Sakoulou, Kountouou, 1957) 

studied at the kyrgyzstan Art Institute in Bishkek. After 

his graduation he started working as a production 

designer in the 1980s. He shot his first short film the 

dog that ran in 1990, and subsequently made seven 

other films, including his highly autobiographical trilogy 

with sel’kinCek (1993), Beshkempir (1998) and maimil 

(2001). Notably Beshkempir won many awards, among 

them the Silver Leopard at the Locarno Film Festival. 

In 2001 he was nominated for the European Film 

Academy Discovery Award. Arym kubat is now working 

on his next film: tanaris.

Filmography – Features 
2010 The Light Thief (Svet-ake), page 12 

2001 The Chimp (Maimil) 

1998 The Adopted Son (Beshkempir), page 43 

1992 Where’s Your Home Snail? (Gde tvoy dom, ulitka?)

Filmography – shorts* 
1997 Hassan Hussen 

1995 Bus Stop (Beket)

1993 The Swing (Sel'kincek)

1990 *The Dog That Ran (Bezhala Sobaka)

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

troca o trópico 
northwards   
natália machiaveli  
the netherlands, brazil  
2011 
22

blu-ray

portuguese, english, dutch  
english 
colour 
nataliamachiaveli@gmail.com 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

maimil

the chimp

aktan abdykalykov

france, kyrgyzstan  
2001

98

35mm

kyrgyz 
dutch 
colour 
info@contactfilm.nl 
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world cinema amsterdam 
open air – Four Films, Four 
sultry summer evenings
What could possibly beat spending a sultry summer 

evening outdoors while watching a beautiful film? 

Amsterdam's Marie Heinekenplein has been 

transformed into an open air cinema for four days every 

August for the past eight years and the tradition will be 

continued this year. From Wednesday 17 to Saturday 

20 August it is time for World Cinema Amsterdam Open 

Air again: four evenings and four brand new films.

Seating will be provided for more than 500 people, but 

there's room for more on the square. Just bring your 

own deck chair, a blanket, a pillow, whatever you have 

and find your own spot. If you wish, you can come 

early; a lot will be happening even before the actual 

screening, with DJs Sertan (almanya), Cinema Royale 

(salsa tel aviv), Ishtar (CirCumstanCe) and Nagô (tropa 

de elite 2). Of course there will be plenty of food and 

drinks. The screenings will start at sunset, around 9.30 

PM. And don't forget: admission is free.

World Cinema Amsterdam Open Air opens 17 August 

with Yasemin Şamdereli's upbeat immigration comedy 

almanya, an amazingly successful film in Germany 

– with Turkish as well as with German viewers. On 

Thursday Jorge Weller's Mexican Israeli comedy of 

errors salsa tel aviv will be shown. Friday evening's film 

is Maryam Keshavarz' Iranian coming of age drama 

CirCumstanCe. World Cinema Amsterdam Open Air 

is concluded on Saturday 20 August with the tough 

crime film and box-office hit tropa de elite 2 of Brazilian 

filmmaker José Padilha. All four films shown are 2011 

releases, in other words: as fresh as can be!

All four films also compete for the World Cinema 

Amsterdam Parool Audience Award. 

17-20    
august 2011   
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ALMAnyA 

awards 
Best Film Silver, Best Screenplay (German Film 

Awards, 2011)

synopsis 
almanya, a German comedy directed by Yasemin 

Şamdereli and written by her sister Nesrin, shows 

that there is also a light-hearted side to migration 

and integration. The 20-year-old Turk Hüseyin Yilmaz 

arrives in Germany in 1964 and becomes the country’s 

1,000,001st guest worker. He hopes to realize a better 

future for himself, his wife and his five children, only to 

discover that it is cold in his new country where blond-

haired giants eat pork and speak a strange language. 

45 years later Hüseyin wonders why he is still living 

in this foreign country. His youngest grandson Cenk 

complains that he is neither German nor Turkish and 

doesn’t belong anywhere. During a family dinner 

Hüseyin proudly announces that he has acquired a 

house in Turkey, however nobody seems very excited 

about this. They don’t want to go back to Turkey. 

In spite of loud protests the whole family eventually 

leaves for the newly acquired house. From that 

moment on the movie becomes a road movie, in which 

the family travels back in time and simultaneously 

discovers an amazing new country: a country called 

Almanya. almanya does not trivialize the migration 

problems, but still leaves room for us to laugh. This is 

why the movie is a quite a success in Germany with 

German as well as Turkish viewers.

Biography 
Yasemin Şamdereli (Dortmund, 1973), a German 

Turkish filmmaker, studied at the Hochschule für 

Fernsehen und Film in Munich. In 1994 she already 

started working as assistant director, scriptwriter 

and director mainly for television productions. She 

gained international experience as assistant producer 

of Jackie Chan’s who am i?, wrote and filmed the 

multicultural love comedy for television alles getürkt! 

in 2002 and was co-scripter of the successful Tv show 

türkisCh Für anFänger in 2007. She made her feature 

film debut in 2009 with the successful almanya. In 

2004 she played a role in the short deliCious made by 

her filmmaker colleague and sister Nesrin. 

Filmography – Features 
2010 Almanya (Almanya – Willkommen in Deutschland)

1996 Kreuz & quer

Filmography – shorts 
2002 Sextasy

2001 Kismet

1996 Lieber Gott

1994 Schlussellöcher

 original title 

international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

almanya - willkommen in 
deutschland

almanya  
yasemin samdereli

germany 
2010

97

35mm 
german, turkish 
dutch 
colour 
clement@moonlightfilms.nl 

world cinema amsterdam open air - index

circumstance Maryam Keshavarz, 
Iran

tropa de elite 2 José Padilha, Brazil

salsa tel aViV Jorge Weller, Israel, 
Mexico

almanya Yasemin S,amdereli, 
Germany, Turkey
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circuMStAnce

awards
Audience Award (Sundance Film Festival, 2011)

synopsis
In the teen drama CirCumstanCe the Iranian American 

filmmaker Maryam keshavarz plays with taboos of 

modern-day Iran. The film won this year’s Sundance 

Film Festival Audience Award. 

Sixteen-year-old Atafeh is the daughter of a wealthy 

liberal family. Her best friend Shireen, whose deceased 

parents were pronouncedly anti-government, now 

lives with her uncle and grandmother. Together they 

try to stand up to the world around them. They explore 

the subculture of Tehran’s underground club scene, 

dream of a carefree life in wealthy Dubai and gradually 

discover their mutual attraction. 

When Atafeh’s brother, Mehran, is released from 

drug rehab, he vehemently renounces his former life 

and joins the morality police. Mehran becomes more 

hard-line Islam by the day and is obsessed by the 

relationship between his sister and Shireen. In these 

oppressive circumstances everyone tries to hold their 

ground. unsurprisingly, this is easier said than done. 

Keshavarz touches upon several extremely sensitive 

boundaries of Iranian society, which is why she was 

forced to shoot her film in Lebanon.

Biography
Maryam keshavarz was born and raised in New York, 

but spent her childhood summers in Iran, where 

she fell in love with Farsi, the Iranian language. She 

studied Persian literature at the university of Shiraz 

as well as literature and women’s studies, art history 

and screenwriting/directing. In 2004 she made her 

first documentary, The Color of Love, and in the years 

following two shorts, including el día que morí (2006), 

which won a Teddy Award at the Berlin Film Festival. 

CirCumstanCe (2011) is her first feature film, which she 

wrote herself and which won the Audience Award at 

the Sundance Film Festival.

Filmography - Features 
2011 Circumstance (Sharayet)

2006 Not for Sale  

2004 The Color of Love (Rangeh eshgh)

Filmography - shorts
2006 The Day I Died (El día que morí) 

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

circumstance

circumstance

maryam keshavarz

usa, iran, lebanon

2011

106

35mm

persian

dutch

colour

info@cinemien.nl 

SALSA teL AViV

synopsis
salsa tel aviv is a sensual, swinging and hilarious 

romantic comedy by Jewish Mexican filmmaker Jorge 

Weller situated in the underground salsa scene of Tel 

Aviv. vicki, a salsa teacher played by Angélica vale 

(“Betty” in the Mexican ugly Betty) flies to Israel to find 

her ex-husband Beto, hoping to reunite her family. On 

Beto’s advice she travels disguised as a nun in order 

to enter Israel more easily. 

It is vicki’s first plane journey, but the brainy and 

charming Yoni who sits next to her is of assistance. 

Gradually an undeniable but completely improper 

mutual attraction arises between them. She is after 

all a nun, at least in appearance, he turns out to be 

engaged. In Israel, vicki is reunited with Beto and Yoni 

returns to his fiancée Daphne. However the mutual 

attraction does not disappear. 

Once vicki starts giving Yoni salsa lessons, they can 

no longer ignore that they are heavily in love with each 

other and their love story gains momentum. Cultural, 

religious and social differences plus a jealous Beto 

and determined Daphne put their love to the ultimate 

test.

A delicious feel-good movie filled with sunny music 

about the power of love and dance.

Biography
Jorge Weller (Buenos Aires, 1955) studied in Buenos 

Aires and Tel Aviv. He immigrated to Israel in 1978 and 

produced several Tv shows and films for the Israeli 

television, including the award-winning like a Fish out 

oF water (2007). His television work was shown during 

more than fifty Jewish film festivals in the united 

States, Europe, South America and elsewhere. His 

documentary mi telenovela personal, which he wrote 

and filmed, was viewed at New York’s International 

Film Festival and Los Angeles’ Israel Film Festival. The 

comedy salsa tel aviv (2011) is his feature film debut. 

Filmography - Features 
2011 Salsa Tel Aviv

Filmography - shorts
2001 Mi telenovela personal (My Own Telenovela)

2001 No Te Metas

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

salsa tel aviv

salsa tel aviv

jorge weller

israel, mexico

2011

100

35mm

spanish, hebrew

english

colour

hedva@go2films.com
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tropA de eLite 2

awards
ABC Trophy for Best Editing and Best Sound (ABC 

Cinematography Award, 2011)

APCA Trophy for Best Actor (São Paulo Association of 

Art Critics Awards, 2011)

synopsis
tropa de elite 2 is a rare cinematic phenomenon: a 

blockbuster praised by the critics. With more than 11 

million tickets sold this blood-curdling thriller, a sequel 

to tropa de elite (winner of the 2008 Golden Bear at the 

Berlinale), is a box office hit in Brazil. Lt. Nascimento 

has aged ten years and has been promoted to be 

in charge of the BOPE, Rio de Janeiro’s police elite 

squad. He manages to reinforce his elite troop and fight 

drug trafficking. In doing so he unintentionally helps 

his true enemies: corrupt colleagues and highly placed 

politicians who are only interested in increasing their 

vote count.

Prior to shooting tropa de elite 2, José Padilha 

thoroughly researched police work and drug rings. 

His film is received with controversy as the narrative 

is based on true scandals in Brazil. tropa de elite 2 

is a thrilling action film made with help of a special 

effects team that previously contributed to several 

action packed blockbusters such as transFormers 

and independenCe day. The film, however also sharply 

condemns corruption and the deadly violence in the 

war against the drug rings of Rio’s favelas. 

Biography
José Padilha (Rio de Janeiro, 1967) studied business 

administration, political science and economics in 

his hometown and continued his academic career 

in Oxford, Great Britain, where he studied English 

Literature. He has been active in the film world since 

1999, at first as a producer of documentaries. He made 

his directorial debut in 2002 with the documentary 

ÔniBus 174, which received several awards. In 2007 

his feature film debut appeared, the tough crime film 

tropa de elite, which was highly successful and won 

30 international film awards, including one at the Berlin 

Film Festival. The sequel tropa de elite 2 has already 

received various awards as well. Padhilla is currently 

working on his new film: rio, eu te amo. 

Filmography - Features 
2010 Tropa de elite 2 - O inimigo agora é outro  

(Elite Squad: The Enemy Within)

2010 Secrets of the Tribe 

2009 Garapa

2007 Tropa de elite 

2002 Ônibus 174 

In collaboration with World Cinema Amsterdam Open 

Air, amsterdam inbusiness and Dienst Zuidas, the Indian 

Expat Society presents a special open-air screening of 

the brand new Bollywood blockbuster ready. 

Bollywood at the Zuidas
On Saturday August 6 2011, the Indian Expat Society, 

the city of Amsterdam and World Cinema Amsterdam 

Open Air organize a special open-air viewing of the 

brand new Bollywood film ready at the Amsterdam 

Zuidas. ready is a 2011 Indian comedy film directed by 

Anees Bazmee, starring Bollywood hero Salman Khan 

and Asin Thottumkal. It's currently the highest grossing 

Bollywood film of 2011 and the third highest grossing 

Bollywood film of all time. 

musiC, Food & drinks
An Indian night is not complete without the right music, 

the best food and refreshing drinks.

DJ Don plays his unique blend of Bollywood, Bhangra, 

R&B and house music. The Indian kitchen from Am-

stelveen offers the best authentic Indian cuisine. All 

these ingredients make a great Indian night.

reAdy

original title 
international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

ready

ready

anees bazmee 
india 
2011

142

35mm

hindi, english

dutch

colour

jeewan.joshi@relianceada.com

synopsis
Set amidst the appealing locales of Thailand, ready 

revolves around Prem (Bollywood hero Salman Khan), 

the sole heir to a sprawling empire owned by his father 

and uncles. Prem’s father desires that he gets married, 

though Prem intends to enjoy his single status to the 

fullest. Enter Sanjana (Asin), an orphan whose greedy 

uncles are constantly conspiring to acquire her prop-

erty. In a dramatic twist of fate, Prem falls in love with 

Sanjana, and is ready for marriage, owing to a case of 

mistaken identity.

Sanjana has just returned to India to live with her feud-

ing uncles, who have their own devious plans for her 

marriage, in order for each to take over her inheritance.

Prem, along with his entire family, take it upon them-

selves to ensure that Prem and Sanjana are united. 

What ensues is a series of hilarious events, with 

everyone taking on various identities in order to fool the 

uncles, with Prem of course masterminding the entire 

charade. Are you ready for the funniest, wildest, most 

dhamakedaar ride ever? 

This film was programmed by the Indian Expat Society

world cinema amsterdam 
open air - extra

original title 

international title

director

country of production

year of production

length in minutes

projection format

spoken language[s]
subtitles 

colour / black-white

contact

tropa de elite 2: o inimigo agora 
é outro

elite squad: the enemy within

josé padilha

brazil

2010

116

35mm

portuguese

dutch

colour

clement@moonlightfilms.nl 
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parties and dJs

wednesday 10 august, 8.30 pm

oPening
World Cinema Amsterdam 2011 opens with the 

screening of Asghar Farhadi’s a separation, an Iranian 

masterpiece awarded the Golden Bear at this year’s 

Berlin Film Festival. Filmmaker Farhadi will be present 

at the screening. Everybody is invited for opening 

drinks at the festival café after the screening 

11 – 16 augustus

meet me @ World Cinema amsterdam 
drinks
Many international directors will be our guests during 

World Cinema Amsterdam. But when do you get the 

chance to meet them? From 11 to 16 August the 

festival café in Rialto will be the place to be. From 11 

till 16 August, each night the directors will join in for a 

drink between 9 and 10 PM. Don’t miss this chance to 

meet directors from all over the world.

saturday 13 august, 11 pm – 3 am

indian Party
The fun doesn’t stop after the screening of kaushik 

Mukherjee’s (Q) rap musical gandu (asshole) on 

Saturday. Afterwards, you can dance well into the night 

on the beats of dj Don during the Indian Party. ‘Q’ 

himself will be present as well.

Friday 19 august, 11.30 pm – 3 am

Persian midsummer danCe
In the mood for more after hearing the music of the 

open-air screening of CirCumstanCe? How about 

coming over to Rialto afterwards for the Persian 

Midsummer Dance, where you can dance on DJ 

Ishtar’s exotic mix of Western and Eastern beats. In 

association with the Iranian Film Festival.

saturday 20 august, 11.30 pm – 3 am

World Cinema amsterdam Closing 
Party: Brazilian summer sessions
Your adrenaline will be rushing after the open-air 

screening of Brazilian filmmaker José Padhilla’s 

exciting crime film tropa de elite 2. That’s exactly 

the right mood for the fabulous closing party Brazilian 

Summer Sessions, vibrant with sensual sounds and 

fiery rhythms of dj Nagô. In association with A Hora do 

Brasil Foundation.

Food 
During World Cinema Amsterdam the restaurants 

CousCousClub and De Stigter will offer special festival 

deals.

Papadum, lamb curry and chaat, are just some 

examples of the dishes on the special Indian menu 

Café Stigter will provide during World Cinema 

Amsterdam. Throughout the festival the café offers 

tasty and quick daily menus, completely in style of 

the Soul of India programme. Reservations are not 

obligatory.  

Café Stigter, Ceintuurbaan 342, 020-6711444,  

www.cafestigter.com

During World Cinema Amsterdam you can enjoy 

CousCousClub’s special “CousCous Bombay” for 

the special festival price of € 10,-. If you just can’t get 

enough of India and its artistic highlights, come and 

visit their special exhibition, created especially for 

World Cinema Amsterdam.   

CousCousClub, Ceintuurbaan 346, 020-6733539, 

www.couscousclub.nl 

thursday 11 august

PrevieW evening
So many films to see and so little time? On Thursday 

August 11 World Cinema Amsterdam presents an 

evening that gives a hint of films that will be screened 

in the cinemas around the country this fall. Plus 

three especially selected films from the Soul of India 

programme. After the screening of a separation, there 

will be a Q&A with director Asghar Farhadi and a live 

performance by Shervin Najafian (no one knows aBout 

persian Cats).

World Cinema Amsterdam preview

porFirio     17.30 

a separation    19.30 

medianeras    22.15 

Soul of India preview

vanaJa     17.00  

dhoBi ghat (mumBai diaries)  19.15 

patang (the kite)   21.30 

sunday 21 august

Het Parool Film day
Especially for its readers, daily newspaper Het Parool 

made a choice of three festival films, which will screen 

at the final day of the festival, Sunday, August 21: i am, 

medianeras and viva riva!. All films will be introduced by 

Ronald Ockhuysen, film and art editor in chief of Het 

Parool. Tickets cost € 19,50 for 3 films.

Het Parool Filmdag - Programme 1

i am    13.00  

medianeras   15.30 

viva riva!    18.00

Het Parool Filmdag - Programme 2

viva riva!    13.30

i am    16.00  

medianeras   18.30 

routes
To show visitors their way around all the films at the 

festival, World Cinema Amsterdam, in cooperation with 

the editors of Het Parool, Cineville and De Filmkrant, 

has put together special routes. Tickets for these film 

trails only cost € 22,50 (regular price € 35,-) At the open 

air screenings, you will get a free snack and a drink. 

Het Parool Route 1 – in the spotlight  

viva riva! Sat 13 Aug, 20.00

gandu Sun 14 Aug 19.30 

las aCaCias Tue 16 Aug 19.30

porFirio Wed 17 Aug 19.30 

salsa tel aviv (world Cinema Thu 18 Aug 21.30 

amsterdam open air)

Het Parool Route 2 – Soul of India  

dhoBi ghat (mumBai diaries) Sat 13 Aug 19.00

patang (the kite) Sun 14 Aug 19.15

pairon talle (soul oF sand) Tue 16 Aug 21.45 

peepli [live] Wed 17 Aug 19.00 

CirCumstanCe (world Cinema Fri 19 Aug 21.30 

amsterdam open air)

De Filmkrant Route – films from all over the world 

a seperation Wed 10 Aug 21.30  

the light thieF Fri 12 Aug 19.00 

viva riva! Sun 14 Aug 17.30 

patang (the kite) Mon 15 Aug 19.00 

salsa tel aviv (world Cinema Fri 18 Aug 21.15 

amsterdam open air)

Cineville Route – previews 

a separation Wed 10 Aug 21.30 

the light thieF Fri 12 Aug 19.00 

porFirio Wed 17 Aug 19.30 

medianeras Thu 18 Aug 20.00 

onCe upon a time in anatolia Sat 20 Aug 20.00 

With a Cineville pas, entrance to all films is free 

preView, film routes and het parool film day
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on tour
18 aug -
13 sept

world cinema amsterdam  
on tour

World Cinema Amsterdam, as the name suggests, 

is dedicated to world cinema, with beautiful recent 

films from Africa, Asia and Latin America. Naturally 

the festival doesn’t want to show these exclusively to 

an Amsterdam audience, therefore a selection of the 

program will go on tour: World Cinema Amsterdam On 

Tour. 

From 18 August to 13 September the best of World 

Cinema Amsterdam will be screened at Filmhuis 

Den Haag, Lantarenvenster in Rotterdam, ’t Hoogt in 

utrecht, Focus in Arnhem, Lumière in Maastricht, LuX 

in Nijmegen and ForumImages in Groningen. 

Filmhuis den haag 

www.filmhuisdenhaag.nl 

Thursday 18 August  peepli [live] 

Friday 19 August  CirCumstanCe 

Saturday 20 August porFirio 

Sunday 21 August  risCado 

Monday 22 August BelkiBolang 

Tuesday 23 August  i am 

Wednesday 24 August medianeras 

lantarenvenster, rotterdam 

www.lantarenvenster.nl 

Thursday 25 August CirCumstanCe 

Friday 26 August gandu 

Saturday 27 August  tropa de elite 2 

Sunday 28 August almanya 

Monday 29 August  i am 

Tuesday 30 August peepli [live] 

Wednesday 31 August  porFirio 

 
‘t hoogt, utreCht
www.hoogt.nl 

Friday 26 August  almanya 

Saturday 27 August  CirCumstanCe &    

 medianeras 

Sunday 28 August  i am & the light thieF 

  

FoCus, arnhem 

www.focusarnhem.nl 

Sunday 4 September medianeras 

Monday 5 September i am 

Tuesday 6 September  almanya 

Wednesday 7 September  risCado 

  

lumière, maastriCht
www.lumiere.nl

Thursday 1 September i am 

Friday 2 September risCado 

Saturday 3 September BelkiBolang 

Sunday 4 September  the light thieF 

Monday 5 September  almanya 

Tuesday 6 September  harud (autumn) 

Wednesday 7 September  medianeras 

  
lux, niJmegen
www.lux-nijmegen.nl 

Thursday 8 September  tropa de elite 2 

Friday 9 September  almanya 

Saturday 10 September  medianeras 

Sunday 11 September  risCado 

Monday 12 September  i am 

Tuesday 13 September  harud (autumn) 

Forumimages, groningen
www.forumimages.nl 

Friday 9 September  medianeras 

Saturday 10 September BelkiBolang & 

 tropa de elite 2 

Sunday 11 September  i am & harud (autumn) 

Monday 12 September  almanya 

Tuesday 13 September  risCado 
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Jong, Leendert de  

(Filmhuis Den Haag)

Joshi, Chandrashekhar (Film  

and Television Institute of India)

Joshi, Jeewan  

(Reliance Mediaworks Ltd.)

kamm, Henning (DetailFilm)

khilnani, Amit (uTv Group)

klein Wassink, Henk (ForumImages)

Kolman, Esther  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)

Kukenheim, Simone  

(Stadsdeel Zuid)

Lakhina, Lavesh  

(Indian Expat Society)

Langelaan, Janneke  

(Hubert Bals Fonds)

Lantyer, Neyde  

(A Hora do Brasil Foundation)

Lentz, Roderik (Lantarenvenster)

Lieshout, Hans van  

(Café Kale de Derde)

Linssen, Dana (Filmkrant)

Lombardo, Alessandro (Media Luna) 

Loop, Céline (Overdose Art's Pvt Ltd)

Meerburg, krijn (Lantarenvenster)

Miranda, Nailton

Mirrahimy, Parwin  

(Iraans Filmfestival)

Mok, Kin

Moodley, Nashen (Durban 

International Film Festival)

Moorman, Mark (Het Parool)

Muselaers, Marike (Lumiere)

Nooijen, Angelo (100k)

Ockhuysen, Ronald (Het Parool)

Paillard, Jerome (ventana Sur)

Pandey, Amrita (uTv Group)

Paul, Riddima  

(Overdose Art's Pvt Ltd)

Paulin Arbor, Alejandra  

(Guadalajara Film Festival & Market)

Payer, Roberto (Hilton Amsterdam)

Pelser, Noor  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)

Pereira, Rui (Indielisboa)

Pérez, Lilia

Pol, Anne van der  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)

Pollé, Wallie  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)

Pulapaka, Ramesh (AB Corp Ltd.)

Punjabi, Jaideep (Khushi Films)

Pusan International Film Festival 

Querido van Frank, Gideon 

(Cinemien)

Rabarts, Marten (Binger Filmlab)

Richards, Julian  

(Jinga Films Limited)

Rill, Saskia (Bureau Zuid As)

Rodrigues, Abigail (uTv Group)

Rorvik, Peter  

(Durban International Film Festival)

Rovers, Ronald (Filmkrant)

Sahebdivani, Sahand 

Schaap, Lucie

Schaetzen, Michel de  

(O'brother Distribution)

Schendel, Willem van 

Sena, Nuno (Indielisboa)

Siassi, Niloufar  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)

Sivakumar, Karthi (Studio Green)

Smit, Hein (Henk Smit) 

Snatager, Lara (Iraans Filmfestival)

Srinivasan, Sidharth  

(Reel Illusion Films)

Stavenhagen, Andrea  

(Guadalajara Film Festival & Market)

Stevens, Arno (Cineville)

Stevens, Martijn

Stichting Openluchtbioscoop

Straaten, Dirk van Der (De Balie)

Suryo (PT Cipta Citra Indonesia)

Talwar, Jatin (uTv Group)

Toppers, Simone (Het Parool)

Trajano, Claudia  

(A Hora do Brasil Foundation)

valverde, Miguel (Indielisboa)

versendaal, Yvonne van 

vries, Robert de (Cineco)

Watts, karen (Hilton Amsterdam)

Weerd, Manon de (A-Film 

Distribution)

Westra, Frans (ForumImages)

Wijk, Marnix van  

(EYE Film Instituut Nederland)

Wijntjes, Babette (Cinemien)

Wolf, René  

(EYE Film Instituut Nederland)

Wolfson, Rutger (International Film 

Festival Rotterdam)

Zijlstra, Judith (Iraans Film Festival)

Zuijderwijk, Jochem 

 

And all other employees and 

volunteers of Rialto  and World 

Cinema Amsterdam

thank you 

Aamir Bashir 

Agung Sentausa

Aktan Arym Kubat

Alejandro Landes 

Ameer Sultan 

Anees Bazmee

Anggun Priambodo

Anusha Rizvi

Asghar Farhadi 

Ashish Pandey 

Azhar Lubis

Bishnu Dev Halder 

Chris Browne

Djo Tunda Wa Munga 

Edwin

Gitanjali Rao 

Gustavo Pizzi 

Gustavo Taretto 

Ifa Isfansyah

Jorge Weller 

José Padilha 

Kaushik Mukherjee (Q) 

Kiran Rao 

Mahmood Farooqui 

Maryam Keshavarz 

Nandita Das 

Natália Machiaveli 

Natasha Mendonca 

Nesrin Şamdereli 

Nuri Bilge Ceylan 

Onir

Pablo Giorgelli 

Prashant Bhargava 

Rajnesh Domalpalli 

Rico Marpaung

Siddharth Sinha 

Sidharth Srinivasan 

Sidi Saleh 

Supriyo Sen 

Tumpal Tampubolon

umesh vinayak kulkarni 

vinoo Choliparambil 

Wisnu SP

Yasemin Şamdereli  

 

Aart, Jolanda van der  

(amsterdam inbusiness/ EZ)

Active Tickets

Akkabi, Achmed 

Algo Audiovisueel

A-partments B.v.

Apituley, Wouter (CousCousClub)

Arrate Fernandez, Isabel  

(Jan vrijman Fonds)

Baas, Michiel (International  

Institute for Asian Studies)

Barça (Raymond en Bouke)

Barragán, Pía (Cine Colombia)

Barros, Cleyton

BeamSystems 

Beekman, Jan Peter (De Stigter)

Bergeron, Julie (ventana Sur)

Best Containers

Beurden, Richard van 

(Beiaardgroep)

Bezouw, Zjef van 

Bitter, Henk  

(Focus Filmtheater Arnhem)

Blöte, Bob (EYE Film Instituut 

Nederland)

Boomsma, Pauline  

(amsterdam inbussiness)

Brinkman, Gaby  

(Filmhuis Den Haag)

Broekhuizen Diederik

Camping, Henk ('t Hoogt)

Cartigny, Wally (Skrien)

Chhinal, Raja (National Film 

Development Corporation)

Chronis, Iwana (Hubert Bals Fonds)

Coninck, Flavieke de (’t Hoogt)

Coutinho, Rosana  

(Jinga Films Limited)

Croonen, Linda (LuX)

De Beiaard

Delseth, Anne (urban Distribution) 

Deprez, David (Lumière)

DJ Cinema Royale

DJ Don

DJ Ishtar

DJ Nagô

DJ Sertan

Doense, Jan (Filmkrant)

Driesum, Esther van 

(Binger FilmLab)

Drissen, Melvin (Paradiso Home 

Entertainment)

Droffelaer, Charles van  

(Moonlight Film Distribution)

Droffelaer, Clement van  

(Moonlight Film Distribution)

Drok, Marc Jan  

(Grolsch Bierbrouwerij Nederland) 

D'Souza, Kunal (Funny Balloons)

Durban International Film Festival

Embassy of Brazil

Embassy of India

Embassy of Turkey

Espeleta, Peña (Stadsdeel Zuid)

Evers, Loes (Cineville)

Fiorin, Sandro (FiGa Films)

Fofic B.v. 

Frank, Anita (Stadsdeel Zuid)

Garcia, Alex (FiGa Films)

Geeten, Doris van der  

(Hilton Amsterdam)

Genderen Stort, Ilona van  

(Eye Film Institute)

Goldschmidt, Hedva (Go2Films)

Gomarasca, Ilaria  

(Wide Management)

Groot, Sabine de  

(Time Out magazine)

Hajji, Lamyae

Harper, Eireann

Hassani, Souad el

Heman verhuurservice

Hendriks, Janneke

Hollander, Wijnand (Marmoucha)

Homan Electrotechniek

Houthoff, Pien (LuX)

Huijgevoort, Lia van  

(Paradiso Films)

Huisman, Gerard  

(Contact Film Distributie)

Jansen, Juliette (International  

Film Festival Rotterdam)

Jong, Janneke de  

(Cinéart Nederland B.v.)
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Festival staFF 

Raymond Walravens – Managing director Rialto  

and festival director World Cinema Amsterdam  

Meenakshi Shedde – Curator Soul of India program

Petra van Dongen – Festival coordination 

Patricia van Wetten – Festival coordination 

Anke van Diejen – Programming and  

marketing supervisor 

Noortje van de Sande / Herrie – Marketing,  

PR and publicity  

Mirjam Wiekenkamp / Herrie – Marketing,  

PR and publicity  

Wilma Smid / Herrie – Marketing, PR and publicity  

Mark Mallon – Publicity and chief editor 

Olivia Tran – Guest coordination 

Matthijs Blonk – Projection and transport coordination  

Marnix Carpentier – Projection and technical coordination 

Ron Salari – Technical coordination  

Robert Patinama – Theatre manager  

Edgar Witteveen – Office manager 

Rita Nurhayati – Administration 

Wim Straub – Ticket office 

Johan Buisman – Bar manager 

Irene Engels – volunteers coordination  

 

ColoFon Catalogue
Authors – Meenakshi Shedde, Herrie,  

Raymond Walravens and Mark Mallon

Editing – Herrie (Noortje van de Sande,  

Mirjam Wiekenkamp, Wilma Smid), Mark Mallon

Translations – Lucie Schaap

Graphic Design – Yvonne van versendaal and  

Janneke Hendriks

speCial thanks 

Meenakshi Shedde

rialto and world Cinema amsterdam
Ceintuurbaan 338

1072 GN Amsterdam

Tel 0031 (0)20 662 34 88

Fax 0031 (0)20 671 6581

www.rialtofilm.nl 

www.worldcinemaamsterdam.nl

rialto@rialtofilm.nl 

worldcinemaamsterdam@rialtofilm.nl

Raymond Walravens, raymond@rialtofilm.nl 

Director & curator

Anke van Diejen, anke@rialtofilm.nl

Programming & marketing supervisor
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index films a-z 
 

a separation  Asghar Farhadi  Iran  p 9

almanya  Yasemin Şamdereli  Germany/Turkey  p 49

bagher bacha   Bishnu Dev Halder  India p 37

belkibolang Agung Sentausa, Ifa Isfansyah,  Indonesia p 41

 Tumpal Christian Tampubolon,

 Rico Marpaung, Anggun Priambodo, 

 Azhar Lubis, Wisnu Surya Pratama, 

 Edwin, Sidi Saleh  
beshkempir Aktan Abdykalykov Kirghizistan p 43

circumstance  Maryam Keshavarz  Iran p 51

dhobi ghat Kiran Rao India p 26

firaaq  Nandita Das  India p 30

gandu Kaushik Mukherjee (Q) India p 11

ghett’a life Chris Browne Jamaica p 42

harud Aamir Bashir  India p 27

i am Onir India p 25

Jan Villa  Natasha Mendonca  India p 37

khule darwaaze Ashish Pandey  India p 37

las acacias Pablo Giorgelli  Argentina p 10

maimil Aktan Abdykalykov  Kirghizistan p 44

medianeras Gustavo Taretto  Argentina p 13

once upon a time in anatolia Nuri Bilge Ceylan  Turkey p 17

pairon talle  Sidharth Srinivasan  India p 28

paruthiVeeran Ameer Sulthan  India p 31

patang Prashant Bhargava  India p 32

peepli [liVe] Anusha Rizvi  India p 29

porfirio Alejandro Landes  Colombia p 14

printed rainbow  Gitanjali Rao  India  p 37

ready  Anees Bazmee India p 53

riscado  Gustavo Pizzi  Brazil p 15

salsa tel aViV Jorge Weller  Israel/Mexico p 50

the light thief  Aktan Arym Kubat  Kirghizistan p 12

troca o trópico Natalia Machiaveli  Netherlands p 54

tropa de elite 2 José Padilha  Brazil p 52

udedh bun Siddharth Sinha  India p 38

VanaJa Rajnesh Domalpalli  India p 33

Vihir  Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni  India p 34

Vitthal Vinoo Choliparambil  India p 38

ViVa riVa! Djo Tunda Wa Munga Congo p 16

wagah Supriyo Sen India p 38

index filmmakers a-z  
 

Aamir Bashir  harud p 27

Agung Sentausa, Ifa Isfansyah,  belkibolang p 41 

Tumpal Christian Tampubolon, 

Rico Marpaung, Anggun Priambodo, 

Azhar Lubis, Wisnu Surya Pratama, 

Edwin, Sidi Saleh  

Aktan Arym Kubat  the l ight thief  p 12 

Aktan Abdykalykov beshkempir  p 43 

 maimil  p 44 

Alejandro Landes  porfirio  p 14 

Ameer Sulthan  paruthiVeeran  p 31 

Anees Bazmee ready   p 53 

Anusha Rizvi  peepli [liVe]  p 29 

Asghar Farhadi  a separation   p  9 

Ashish Pandey  khule darwaaze  p 37 

Bishnu Dev Halder  bagher bacha   p 37 

Chris Browne ghett’a life  p 42 

Djo Tunda Wa Munga ViVa riVa!  p 16 

Gitanjali Rao  printed rainbow   p 37 

Gustavo Pizzi  riscado   p 15 

Gustavo Taretto  medianeras  p 13 

Jorge Weller  salsa tel aViV  p 50 

José Padilha  tropa de elite 2  p 52 

Kaushik Mukherjee (Q) gandu  p 11 

Kiran Rao dhobi ghat   p 26 

Maryam Keshavarz  circumstance   p 51 

Nandita Das  firaaq   p 30 

Natalia Machiaveli  troca o trópico  p 45 

Natasha Mendonca  Jan Villa   p 37 

Nuri Bilge Ceylan  once upon a time in anatolia  p 17 

Onir i am  p 25 

Pablo Giorgelli  las acacias  p 10 

Prashant Bhargava  patang  p 32 

Rajnesh Domalpalli  VanaJa  p 33 

Siddharth Sinha  udedh bun  p 38 

Sidharth Srinivasan  pairon talle   p 28 

Supriyo Sen wagah  p 38 

Umesh Vinayak Kulkarni  Vihir   p 34 

Vinoo Choliparambil  Vitthal  p 38 

Yasemin Şamdereli  almanya   p 49 
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